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Leadership 
is a verb
Being voted the leading private bank in both South Africa and 

Africa*, proves that for us the phrase ‘entrepreneurial approach’

is more than just words. It’s the very essence of what we do, 

ensuring that our clients never have to settle for anything less

than the extraordinary.

www.investecprivatebank.co.za
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YOUR CHOSEN PROFESSION NOW COMES WITH 
A FEW ADDITIONAL PERKS

If you’re a qualified accountant, architect, engineer, actuary, attorney, advocate or medical 
practitioner, you could live the life you’ve worked so hard for. We’re offering you a more 
personalised banking experience in the form of our Platinum Professional Package. As a
Platinum Professional Package account holder life keeps getting better for only R169* pm with:

·     Free international and local VIP airport lounge access when you take up 
      a Platinum Cheque Card*
·     Convenience with access to a 24-hour dedicated Platinum Service 
      including a Platinum Banker.

Start enjoying life by contacting your Platinum Banker, call the Platinum Line on 0860 109 085 
or e-mail platinum@absa.co.za

*Terms and conditions apply
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Mergers and Acquisitions

In the most recent month’s column, I 
shared with you that I was hopeful of 

Africa’s emerging role in what is termed 
the ‘new financial world order’. After all, 
as explained, ‘Africa is well placed to take 
advantage of any global economic recovery, 
especially because it is relatively less 
exposed than the other emerging markets’. 

So, while our ‘relatively less exposed’ 
economy was certainly shielded to some 
extent, we did not escape completely 
unaffected. 

J-P Fourie, SAVCA: Executive Officer, said 
in mid-May at the launch of the SAVCA/
KPMG Venture Capital and Private Equity 
Performance Survey for South Africa, that 
the private equity industry, in particular, 
was struck by reduced debt availability, 
portfolio write-downs and constricted exit 
environments, both locally and globally. 

“Fund raising was tricky over the period 
under review and by the end of the year, 
the funds raised only amounted to just over 
half the value achieved in 2008. We have 
however seen very little distressed debt 
situations in comparison to other markets 
predominantly due to the lower levels of 
gearing in our local deals.”

So, while there perhaps isn’t a need for 
doom and gloom, the correlation between 
foreign investment and economic growth 
certainly exists, and with global capital 
scarcity and investor caution, the challenge 
is certainly to look at risk, capital protection 
and management differently, and hopefully 
more effectively. 

Raina
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this month’s contributors
Sifiso Shongwe and Adrian MaCartney 
say that for South African companies, the 
focus is going to be increasingly more 
African and more eastward biased. This trend 
has been apparent for some time, but this 
past year, with countries in the traditional 
developed world suffering recessions at near 
unprecedented levels, the shift will become 
more pronounced. At the same time, the 
manner in which Asia, and in particular China, 
has sailed through the crisis has underlined 
its growing gravitational pull.

Graeme Fraser and Veldra Morris say 
that the financial crisis and other corporate 
failures have once again brought the role of 
the auditor in the preparation and publication 
of financial statements into the spotlight 
globally. The promulgation of the Companies 
Act 2008 and the publication of the Draft 
Company Regulations make the question 
even more relevant for South Africa.

Kevin Cron says that the new Companies Act introduces certain 
minority shareholder protections that are specifically applicable 
to various types of merger and acquisition transactions. The 
introduction of these rights is likely to have a severe impact on the 
conduct and outcome of M&A transactions.
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CPD Philosophy of life long learning
The knowledge needed to function 
effectively as a chartered accountant 
in public practice, industry, commerce, 
education, the public sector and abroad 
continues to expand and change at a rapid 
rate. The onus thus rests on the shoulders 
of the professionals to continuously develop 
his/her knowledge and skills relevant to the 
role they perform.

SAICA CPD Policy
Continuous professional development 
(CPD) requires professionals to foster 
a commitment to life long learning 
and continuous improvement of their 
competence relevant to the specific role 
that they perform such as a CEO, financial 
controller, lecturer or entrepreneur. 

So how does a member foster this 
commitment and embrace the 
philosophy of life long learning? 
Members are required both to do and 
record their CPD activities.

It is the requirement of the CPD policy to 
measure the activities undertaken. In terms of 
the SAICA CPD policy the following measures 
are applicable and are required to be adhered 
to, to ensure member compliance:

• Complete 120 hours of relevant CPD 
activity in a three year rolling cycle of which;

• A minimum of 60 hours needs to be 
verifiable within the three year rolling 
cycle; and

• A minimum of 20 hours of learning must 
be completed each year.

CPD activities are categorised into two 
areas, verifiable and non-verifiable activities. 
Examples of the categories are listed below:

Verifiable sources
• Workshops, courses & technical updates
• Committee work
• Presenting information to others
• Articles in ASA etc

Non-Verifiable sources
• Reading time e.g. Business Day

• Scanning internet sites
• Watching technical DVDs etc

A question that arises is what is meant 
by a three year rolling cycle? 
To illustrate this concept the following 
example applies: 

Cycle 1 
Year: 2006 Measurement: Min 20 hours
Year: 2007 Measurement: Min 20 hours 
Year: 2008 Measurement: Min 20 hours, 
120 hours in total of which 60 are verifiable.
Cycle 2: 
Year: 2009 Measurement: Min 20 hours
Year: 2010 Measurement: Min 20 hours 
Year: 2011 Measurement: Min 20 hours, 
120 hours in total of which 60 are verifiable
Cycle 3:
Is measured over the years 2010, 2011, 
2012 with measurement being:
• 20 hours per annum
• 120 hours in total of which 60 are verifiable.
Cycle 4:
Is measured over the years 2011, 2012, 
2013 and measurements as in Cycle 3.

SAICA offerings
SAICA along with its alliance partners 
provides an extensive variety of seminars 
and events to its members to assist them 
in obtaining and maintaining knowledge and 
skills to perform their everyday duties.

A new products and services catalogue is 
available with this issue of ASA to assist 
members in planning and selecting their 
learning activities, which in turn can assist 
them in meeting the SAICA CPD policy 
requirements. This list is continuously being 
reviewed to add value to our members. 
Members are not limited to selecting SAICA 
activities to meet CPD requirements and 
may therefore make use of the variety of 
other opportunities available.

Another value added service to members is 
the CPD verifiable articles found monthly in 
the ASA magazine. For members selecting 

this as a verifiable CPD activity, they are 
required to read the specific article, then 
complete an online questionnaire relating to 
the article on the SAICA website. In order to 
be credited with verifiable CPD, a member 
must obtain a 25% average per ASA issue 
and a maximum of 1 hour verifiable CPD is 
allowed per month.

In addition to the above, the ASA website 
provides additional CPD verifiable articles 
and questionnaires to members to assist 
with their variable CPD requirements and 
learning activities.

Members are also encouraged to visit 
the SAICA website and explore the 
other various offerings available, which 
complement and assist members to 
develop and enhance their competencies.

Looking forward
In terms of the requirements of 
International Education Standard 7, and 
in line with the ever changing business 
environment, it is necessary for member 
bodies periodically to review their CPD 
polices and the application thereof.

The CPD unit is thus undertaking a review 
of the SAICA CPD policy, with specific 
attention being given to (but not limited to):
• exemptions and reductions; and
• the measurement approach (input, output 

or combination approach)

Committing to life long learning is a journey 
that our members need to take to ensure 
they are in the best position to display their 
skills and knowledge as a professional. 
The CPD team at SAICA stands ready to 
assist members in making this journey, 
so that together we can be able to meet 
the demands of this ever changing 
environment. asa

Brett Godfrey CA(SA) is Project Director: 
CPD, SAICA.

update
siyakhula.we are growing.

CPD
SAICA’s CONTINUING 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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The success or failure of any organisation 
rests on how effectively it responds to the 

needs of its customers. The Member Services 
division within SAICA collates the necessary 
information that enables our organisation to 
respond to our members’ needs. 

In fulfilling SAICA’s mission to serve the 
interest of the chartered accountancy 
profession and society, and in particular to 
“provide services to members to maintain 
and enhance their professional competence 
thereby enabling them to create greater 
value for their clients and employers”, the 
division revisited its strategy to ensure the 
efficacy of this statement. 

We further broke down the mission 
statement into three components 
and defined how each is applied. The 
components are as follows;

1. Promotion and implementation of 
the SAICA strategy at regional and 
constituency level.
This ensures that the initiatives developed 
at national level are filtered through to all 
our members, and any concerns emanating 
from the respective constituencies are 
dealt with at a national level, influencing 
future strategic initiatives. 

2. Proactive engagement of members and 
stakeholders
This component authenticates that the 
division is the primary interface with 
members and external stakeholders. 
Through our involvement with member 
structures, road shows, corporate visits and 
feedback from our seminars and events, 
we are able to gauge the needs of our 
members. We also advocate the interests of 
our members through the different forums 
in which we participate with external 
stakeholders, thus ensuring continued 
influence on decisions that ultimately 
impact our diverse constituencies.

To achieve primary interface with members, 
we have developed Member Relationship 
and Stakeholder Relationship management 
plans per region and constituency.

3. Identification, development and 
delivery of products and services
In conjunction with other divisions 
within SAICA, we develop and deliver 
products and services that enhance 
the professional competence of our 
members. Of importance is not only 
the number of products and services 
developed and delivered, but the 
relevance of each of them to the 
individual member. In line with our 
strategy, we are now providing attendees 
at our seminars and events a short list 
of potential new topic ideas on each 
evaluation form. We kindly request your 
feedback on which of these you would 
like us to develop, or alternatively suggest 
on these forms alternative topics. 

With our mission defined, we have 
developed a framework that will enable 
us to address each of its components. 
We have further identified strategic 
focus areas, aligned to the overall 
SAICA objectives, which will assist us in 
achieving our objectives. The key areas 
are discussed below.

a. Focused Member Satisfaction Index 
initiatives to drive member delight
This survey helps us to garner an 
understanding of performance and the 
importance of the various activities in 
which we engage. We then identify 
areas of high importance, and develop 
initiatives to increase the likely 
satisfaction and delight levels.

 
b. Membership base segment and 

member lifecycle management
Member groupings have different sets 
of needs, and members do not belong 
only to one grouping. Member needs also 
differ depending on the level at which 
is the member. It is therefore important 
that SAICA addresses needs on a flexible 
basis. We are currently embarking on 
a segmentation exercise, whereby 
members will be grouped according to 
identified industry sectors, such as mining, 
financial services, manufacturing etc. 

c. Develop structured learning routes - 
industry focused
The objective of this focus is to enable 
the development of CAs(SA) towards 
specific careers by offering recognised 
and accredited training. We will then 
develop the relevant pathways that will 
help achieve the specific career choice - 
either internally or through accrediting an 
external provider.

d. Enhance existing delivery channels and 
develop alternatives 
We constantly look for alternative 
delivery channels for services so that 
we can bring learning opportunities 
and information to members most 
conveniently. In this respect, we are 
developing a web-based delivery channel 
that will provide recordings of interviews 
with key business people and experts on 
various subjects relevant to members. 
The development of this channel is at an 
advanced stage and an announcement of 
its availability will be made soon.

e. Effective marketing and 
communication of offerings 
A newly developed products and services 
catalogue will be distributed to all our 
members. The catalogue will show the 
depth of our offerings and will enable 
members to plan their professional 
development based on the competency 
framework. As we continue updating 
this on a regular basis, members are 
encouraged to visit the site continuously 
for updated information on workshops 
and seminars.

Through the implementation of the above, 
we hope to become more relevant to our 
members through enhancing our value 
offerings. In order to achieve this, we rely 
decisively on the feedback we receive from 
you, all our members.  asa

Langa Mconi is Senior Executive, Member 
Services: SAICA.

in pursuit of improved value
and relevance to members

SAICA:



PASTEL PARTNER 
innovation and fl exibility - SARS compliant
Version 11 Training now available 

PASTEL XPRESS 
intuitive accounting and fl exibility
Training for small business practices - making your life easier

PAVING THE WAY
training solutions for your business needs

MICROSOFT OFFICE® COURSES
MS Word®  |  MS PowerPoint®  |  MS Excel®  |  MS Project®
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SAICA events gallery
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1. Chantyl Mulder, Senior Executive: 
Professional Development & 
Transformation and Growth, SAICA, with 
members of the Thuthuka Choir at the 
Thuthuka Donor Function held at the 
University of Johannesburg 

2. Delegates networking at the Thuthuka 
Donor Function at UJ 

3. Suresh Kana, Deputy CEO of PwC  
(a Thuthuka Bursary Fund donor) with 
students at the Thuthuka Donor Function 

4. Minister of Higher Education and Training, 
Blade Nzimande with the UJ Choir at the 
Thuthuka Donor Function 

5. Drama entertainment by Thuthuka 
Students at the Thuthuka Donor Function 

6. Delegates registering for the SAICA 
Panel Discussion: Impairment of Financial 
Assets held at the JSE (sponsored by 
Standard Bank) 

7. Bob Garnett, Chairman of the 
International Financial Reporting 
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) 
seated with delegates at the Impairment 
of Financial Assets Panel Discussion 

8. Dawie Mostert, Vice-President: Human 
Capital of Great Basin Gold Limited 
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Question: I have just been assigned to 
do the revenue section of an audit. My 

supervisor has informed me that I need to 
vouch seventy transactions! I have to vouch 
from source documents to the ledger and 
create a working paper to which I have to ‘tick’ 
too! Is this really necessary? Can I not just 
‘tick’ and say I have tested it once I have seen 
that eight transactions were so far correct?

Answer: This question is similar to me saying 
that I will be doing blood tests on you for a 
list of different ailments and after the first 
test I just assume the rest are going to be 
fine so I do not test them and just ‘tick’ them 
to be OK. ‘Phantom ticking’ is a virus you do 
not wish to catch. While you are doing your 
articles, you need to show that you are ethical 
and by basically committing fraud you are 
showing signs of deviant behaviour that do 
not tie into the ethos of being a Chartered 
Accountant. Also be advised that the file 

you are doing can be called into court five 
years after it was completed. If there is 
evidence of your ‘phantom ticking’ you 
could be held liable. The work you are doing 
is very important to the audit, seeing it as a 
monotonous exercise is a poor reflection on 
your view of what it is you are requested to 
do. Vouching that there are no missing sales 
is a crucial test for completeness of income, 
not to mention the understating of sales. 
Each ‘tick’ you make represents a task you 
have completed, there will be individuals 
that will put reliance on the fact that it says 
you have done what you say you have done. 
Do the work, vouch the transactions and 
sleep easy knowing you have done what 
is expected and what is required and what 
may be expected.

Question: Is there a valid reason why we 
have to create these audit files that are 
larger than most novels I read! Is all this 
work needed for maybe seventeen pages of 
financial statements?

Answer: “Quality, not quantity”, this should 
be your view on your file, not the size. The 
financials you are drawing up are of great 
importance to many different users. All the 
figures in financial statements need to have 
substantial evidence of being factual, genuine, 
complete, reliable and meet statutory 
requirements. The file you create is the link 
between the financial statements and the 
substantial evidence that is needed. For every 
balance in the financial statements there 
needs to be audit work and assurance in the 
audit file that the figures are correct. The 
size of the file does not represent the quality 
of the work. Your view on file size means 
you do not see the reason behind doing 
the file. Once you realise that the file is a 
representation of the financial statements you 
will forget about the size of the file and focus 
on the work done to assure the balances, 
policies and standards are correct and in 
accordance with statutory requirements. asa

Jevron Epstein is a trainee accountant at 
Nolands. 

Trainee Q&A 

Structure tax-effective remuneration packages

Assisting the employer with every aspect of the taxation of employees:
• the tax consequences of particular package choices
• pitfalls and opportunities found in the tax legislation
• fringe benefi ts, share incentive schemes, retirement funding choices and medical cover
• deferred compensation and other special payments
• cross-border tax issues for incoming and outgoing expat employees

Order your copy of Taxation of Employees TODAY and receive a free 
copy of the LexisNexis Practical Guide to Remuneration Packaging 2010.
Simply call 0860 765 432 or visit www.lexisnexis.co.za
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the quantities of minerals and oil and gas 
discovered, would be used. The Committee 
for Mineral Reserves International Reporting 
Standards Template for estimating and 
classifying mineral reserves and resources and 
the Petroleum Resource Management System, 
issued by the Society of Petroleum Engineers, 
for estimating and classifying oil and gas 
reserves and resources, could be used.

How should an entity account for 
minerals, oil and gas properties?
The discussion paper proposes that the 
asset in respect of minerals, oil and gas 
properties be recognised based on the 
legal rights to that property. These rights 
could be exploration or extraction rights. 
Any information that is obtained during the 
exploration, evaluation and development 
phases to access the minerals, oil and gas 
properties is accounted for as additions to 
the minerals and oil and gas properties.

How should minerals and oil and gas 
properties be measured?
The project team proposes that minerals, 
oil and gas properties should be measured 
at historical cost, supplemented by detailed 
disclosures.

What information about extractive 
activities should an entity disclose?
The Project team proposes that an entity 
should disclose information that enables 
users to assess the nature and extent of 
risks involved in the extractive activities. 
The disclosures should include information 
to enable users to evaluate the value of the 
entity’s minerals, oil and gas properties, 
the contribution that minerals, oil and gas 

ACCOUNTING

NEW STANDARD ON EXTRACTIVE 
ACTIVITIES IN THE PIPELINE 

In its effort to eliminate diversity in the 
accounting for extractive activities, the 
International Accounting Standards Board 
(IASB) has published a discussion paper that 
was developed through a collaborative effort 
of a four-member research team comprising 
the South African, Australian, Canadian and 
Norwegian accounting standard-setters. The 
discussion paper has been issued in South 
Africa as ED 279.

The discussion paper defines extractive 
activities as activities undertaken by mining, 
oil and gas entities when searching for and 
ultimately extracting minerals, oil and gas. 
These activities are split into four phases 
- exploration, evaluation, development and 
production. The discussion paper seeks to 
address the following questions:

• How should an entity estimate and 
classify quantities of minerals, oil and gas 
discovered? 

• How should an entity account for 
minerals, oil and gas properties? 

• How should minerals, oil and gas 
properties be measured? 

• What information about extractive 
activities should an entity disclose? 

How should an entity estimate and 
classify quantities of minerals and oil and 
gas discovered?
A common basis for defining ‘reserves’ 
and ‘resources’, the terms used to describe 

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

EXCHANGE CONTROL

The Exchange Control Department of the South African Reserve Bank has issued Exchange Control Circulars No. 12/2010 to 17/2010 
advising Authorised Dealers of amendments to Exchange Control Rulings and Regulations. 

Exchange Control Circular Details

Circular No. 12/2010 Foreign Exchange market

Circular No. 13/2010 Amendments to the Exchange Control Rulings

Circular No. 14/2010 Amendment of the Orders and Rules made under the Exchange Control Regulations, 1961 

Circular No. 15/2010 Prudential limit on foreign diversification by Authorised Dealers

Circular No. 16/2010 Authorised Dealer in Foreign Exchange (renaming)

Circular No. 17/2010 Authorised Dealer in Foreign Exchange (appointment) 

Replacement pages of the amended Exchange Control Rulings as well as copies of the Exchange Control Circulars can be requested from 
SAICA through our query system on www.saica.co.za. 

properties make to the entity’s performance, 
and the nature and extent of the risks and 
uncertainties associated with the entity’s 
minerals, oil and gas properties.

The deadline for comment to the IASB is 30 
July 2010.

The IASB press release and snapshot and 
ED 279 - Discussion Paper on Extractive 
Activities can be downloaded from the 
SAICA website.

MARCH 2010 IASB AND IFRIC NEWS

In the March issue of the IASB & IFRIC 
news, the potential capitalisation and 
allocation over financial periods of the cost 
of waste removal for mines is addressed. 
The IASB has decided to retain tentatively 
the disclosure principle that an entity should 
provide information regarding the nature 
of and changes to the risks associated 
with the reporting entity’s involvement 
with structured entities. The proposed new 
standard on presentation will be required 
to be applied fully retrospectively, but with 
sufficient lead time to make this requirement 
practical. IASB & IFRIC News can be 
downloaded from the SAICA website. 

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS AND 
CHANGES TO IFRSs

Editorial corrections and changes have been 
made to IFRIC 19(AC 452) - Extinguishing 
Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments 
and the Bound Volume of IFRS 2010. The 
editorial corrections and changes can be 
downloaded from the SAICA website. 
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ThE MORE IMPORTANT TRENd hAS BEEN A NEw 
fOCuS ON uSING M&A TO REORIENTATE ANd 
RETOOl BuSINESSES TO fACE A ChANGEd 
BuSINESS ENVIRONMENT.

Merger & Acquisition (M&A) activity in South Africa followed 
the global trend downwards in 2009, with total deal value 

down 42% during the year according to Ernst & Young’s influential 
survey on the topic, but rebound expectations 2010 are high as 
companies refocus on their businesses.

The many headwinds faced during 2009 – the low availability of 
credit, poor earnings visibility and a general “wait and see” attitude 
– have not entirely abated but are definitely not blowing as strongly 
as they did before. But perhaps the more important trend has been 
a new focus on using M&A to reorientate and retool businesses to 
face a changed business environment. 

The character of M&A has changed substantially. Until 2008, M&A 
was being driven mainly by acquirers seeking to expand. But from 
2008, M&A was driven more by sellers, often out of a desire to raise 
capital or secure their capital structure. In short, M&A went very 
quickly from being primarily aggressive to being primarily defensive.

One of the critical features of 2009 that may continue, perhaps to 
a lesser extent, will be the international shortage of credit. This 
has forced companies to reassess their priorities, which will be 
a continuing feature of M&A in the near future. For example, the 
second largest deal completed last year and the largest single 
deal of the year was Anglo American’s sale of its remaining stake 
in AngloGold Ashanti to US hedge fund Paulson. Anglo American 
has since its founding been associated with the gold industry, but 
the need for capital to expand elsewhere encouraged the group to 
dispose of its remaining stake in the company.

Capital structure is at the root of M&A. It’s the underlying 
motivation that in a sense always existed but which is now, after 
the economic downturn, so more apparent. The unique character 
of the recent economic downturn was that capital went from being 
plentiful to being in extremely short supply, which has focused 
minds on the issue.

The critical insight is that managing your capital structure is the key 
to resetting a company’s performance matrix. This is why so much of 
the M&A that did happen over the year was motivated not so much 
by expansionist desires but by consolidation in order to “prune the 
tree” and do things like get back office costs under control.

advantage of the downturn to expand, and boards being more 
concerned about conserving capital. The scene is set here for 
potential conflict.

For mining companies, the capital management problem is 
becoming particularly acute. Many mining companies are involved 
in huge capex programmes. For mining companies, now it’s all 
about conserving and optimising capital. Significantly, mining 
companies face competition for capital from government – 
something that has barely existed for almost a decade. 

Interestingly, two key aspects of the M&A scene in South Africa 
may be headed in different directions: Private equity, which 
normally focuses more on delisting and leveraging companies, 
seems likely to return to the fray, but this time more weighted 
towards re-listing companies in their portfolios.

Exiting investments for private equity might become more 
prevalent in the near future, for precisely the same capital 
management reasons as are apparent in the rest of the industry.

On the other hand, Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment 
(B-bBEE) will continue to be a major feature of M&A, perhaps the 

The main consequence of the downturn has been an enhanced 
respect for capital. We are seeing many more companies looking 
hard but ultimately walking away. With capital availability limited, 
managers are much more conscious of the value of what they 
have. They are determined above all not to make big mistakes and 
they are much more hesitant to commit.

The key element here is good information; buyers are being doubly 
careful about key metrics, particularly around working capital. They 
want to be sure that things like cash-flow, the internal rate of return 
and margins are what they say they are on the box. They are not so 
easily seduced by the notion that “bigger is better”. The result will 
be a strong capital agenda. Capital availability will be at the heart of 
all strategic decisions in the boardroom.

One of the features of the new scene that could become a serious 
management issue will be the level of conflict between CEOs 
and boards, with CEOs of cash-flush companies seeking to take 

Capital structure now the focus
of M&A activity
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one aspect of the M&A that has remained fairly consistent through 
the downturn. 

B-bBEE activity has represented about 20% of all South African 
M&A activity over the past five years and that remained true in 2009. 
Some of the largest deals done in 2009 were BEE deals, notably 
SABMiller’s black empowerment deal in its South African subsidiary, 
South African Breweries; and a Tiger Brands BEE transaction.

Yet the character of B-bBEE is changing too. The interesting thing 
about BEE in 2009 was that it included not only the new deals 
being consummated but deals coming to the end of their natural 
life. A good example is Mvelaphanda Resources finalising its BEE 
gold mining interests in Gold Fields, while Mvelaphanda Holdings 
was involved in the finalisation of the Batho Bonke consortium’s 
relationship with Absa.

Another feature of M&A for South African companies going 
forward will be increasing activity on the rest of the continent of 
Africa. The character of transactions in the developed world and 
the developing world will also show marked differences.

From the acquirers’ point of view, M&A in circumstances in which 
top-line growth is likely and possible is so completely different 
from M&A in circumstances where top-line growth is unlikely. In 
developed markets, the chance, in many industries, of top-line 
growth are pretty slim, so cost control is often a vital part of M&A. 
Things like swapping assets with your competitor to manage 
transport costs and rationalise your geographical spread suddenly 
become very logical.

In a developing world context, on the other hand, the game is very 
different; it’s about outrunning your competitors, and while cost 
containment is clearly still crucially important, maintaining your 
competitive position is equally critical. Yet, overall, the prospects 
for M&A are looking up, although the return to normality could be 
“slow and hard-fought”. Several big international deals have already 
been concluded this year, and more are obviously in the pipeline. 

Acquisitions are such enormous and risky decisions for acquirers, 
it’s not surprising they are generally cautious. But there are a 
host of excellent reasons to consider M&A beyond the obvious 
that managers should consider. Brand expansion is one often 
overlooked example. Managers ought to be thinking about what 
could become the next Tastic rice, which can take a company into 
new markets and keep the brand portfolio current and modern. In a 
way, it is the same as mining companies buying exploration assets.

This past year, there was very much a batten down the hatches’ 
and ‘live through the storm’ kind of approach. It’s now time to 
start looking forward. During the downturn, there was nowhere 
to hide, so that, if companies had three great divisions and one 
so-so division, the so-so division suddenly became a real problem. 
Managers were perhaps not as tightly focused on the things on 
which they should have been focused, and now they have been 
brutally exposed to what was not working. The time has come to 
deal with these newly visible problem areas.

Ernst & Young’s inaugural Capital Confidence Barometer, an 
international survey conducted in 2009, found that the outlook for 
M&A is improving, but sellers remain cautious.

The survey found that the Barometer confirmed local commentary 
reflected in the survey, and showed that, internationally, 
companies were expecting a prolonged period of difficulty in 
securing financing with intense competition for capital for at least 
the next 12 months. This will be a slow and hard-fought recovery 
with shocks along the way. Economic uncertainty, increased risk, 
capital scarcity and investor caution all threaten to impede strategy 
implementation and impact shareholder return. asa

Sifiso Shongwe, BSc (Financial Management), is Infrastructure 
Advisory, Ernst & Young and his key areas of expertise include 
financial modelling, valuation analysis, deal structuring and debt 
raising, and Adrian McCartney CA(SA), is sector leader for Mining & 
Metals and head of Transaction Advisory for Africa, Ernst & Young.
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The new Companies Act, 2008 (the 
“Act”) introduces various measures 

designed to protect minority shareholders 
and which will have a significant impact 
on the way in which M&A transactions are 
dealt with once the Act comes into force. 

Fundamental transactions
The types of transactions that will be 
specifically affected by the newly introduced 
minority protections are the so-called 
“fundamental transactions” referred 
to in the Act. There are three types of 
transactions, which have been categorised 
as fundamental transactions. These are:

• the disposal of all or the greater part of the 
assets or the undertaking of a company 
(typically the sale of the company’s 
business or the majority of its assets);

• the conclusion by a company of a 
transaction of amalgamation or merger; 
being a statutory form of the transfer 

of assets and liabilities of the company 
introduced into the Act and which, in 
itself, constitutes a new innovation as 
to the manner in which merger and 
acquisition transactions may be entered 
into; and

• a scheme of arrangement.

All of these fundamental transactions give 
rise to newly created rights in favour of 
shareholders. 

Required approval
All fundamental transactions must be 
approved by the company in general 
meeting in terms of section 115 of the Act 
by way of a special resolution. In the notice 
convening the meeting at which the special 
resolution is to be considered, shareholders 
have to be advised of their appraisal rights 
under section 164 of the Act. The relevance 
of this is explained later. 

The requirement that the fundamental 
transactions be approved by way of a special 
resolution is not a significant change from 
the current position (and is indeed already 
a requirement for disposals of businesses 
under section 228 of the existing Companies 
Act). However, section 115 goes on to 
provide that if the resolution, notwithstanding 
that it is passed by the requisite majority, 
was opposed by at least 15% of the voting 
rights that were exercised on that resolution, 
any person who voted against the resolution 
may require the company to seek court 
approval. Furthermore, even if less than 
15% of the shareholders voted against the 
resolution, any person may approach the 
court for leave to apply to court for a review 
of the transaction. A company may not 
implement a transaction that is subject to a 
pending application. 

A court may set aside the resolution if it is 
of the view that the resolution is manifestly 
unfair to any class of shareholders, or that 
the vote was materially tainted by a conflict 
of interest, inadequate disclosure, failure 
to comply with the Act, the company’s 
memorandum of incorporation or the 
applicable rules of the company, or any other 
significant and material procedural irregularity. 

It can be appreciated that these additional 
rights granted to shareholders could result 
in significant challenges to transactions, 
and concomitant delays in implementing 
transactions whilst disputes are resolved. 

However, the rights granted under section 
115 to minority shareholders are not an end 
of the matter. Even more drastic minority 
protection rights have been provided for in 
section 164, which creates the new concept 
of “appraisal rights”.
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Appraisal rights
Appraisal rights amount to a put option by 
minority shareholders of their shares against 
the company on the happening of certain 
events, including the passing of a resolution 
to approve a fundamental transaction.

Shareholder resolution and dissent
The Act grants a shareholder that has 
given a company written notice objecting 
to a special resolution to approve a 
fundamental transaction and has voted 
against the resolution, the right to demand 
that the company pay to such dissenting 
shareholder the fair value for all the shares 
of the company held by that dissenting 
shareholder. Provided the necessary 
procedural requirements set out in the Act 
are complied with, the rights of a dissenting 
shareholder in this regard are absolute. 

Offer to buy out dissenters
The company is then obligated, within a 
prescribed period, to submit a written offer 
to each such dissenting shareholder to offer 
an amount considered by the company’s 
directors to be the fair value in exchange 
for the acquisition of such shares. The offer 
must be on the same terms in respect of 
shares of the same class or series. 

A dispute regarding fair value must be 
referred to the court for determination. No 
guidance is given in the Act as to how “fair 
value” is to be determined and this in itself 
is likely to be a fruitful ground for disputes 
between companies and shareholders. A 
determination by the court of the fair value 
will be binding on the company and all 
dissenting shareholders.

Priority of obligations 
If compliance with section 164 would result 
in a company being unable to pay its debts 

Minority protection for M&A transactions
under the new Companies Act

as they fall due and payable for the ensuing 
12 months, then the company may apply to 
court for an order varying its obligations, but 
the court must ensure that the dissenting 
shareholders are paid at the earliest 
possible date compatible with the company 
satisfying its other financial obligations. 

Minority rights excessive
The section was clearly introduced in 
order to provide protection to minority 
shareholders in the circumstances outlined. 
From the point of view of dissenting 
minority shareholders, the section grants 
them a useful right to force the sale of 
their shares in certain circumstances. The 
question must be asked, however, why 
dissenting shareholders should be given 
the opportunity to force the sale of their 
shares simply because they disagree with 
the decision of the majority shareholders? 
Appraisal rights may well be an appropriate 
exit mechanism in certain circumstances, 
but the conclusion of a fundamental 
transaction against the wishes of certain 
minority shareholders is a risk of being 
a minority shareholder in a company. 
Shareholders that do not wish to run the 
risk of the majority of shareholders taking a 
decision with which they disagree, should 
not be minority shareholders. 

Will these minority rights inhibit 
corporate activity?
It is feared that granting the minority rights 
triggered by the conclusion of a fundamental 
transaction could severely inhibit corporate 
activity. The risk of having to pay minority 
shareholders an undefined amount of 
money on the entering into of a transaction 
makes the planning of a fundamental 
transaction extremely difficult. Unless the 
risk of appraisal rights being exercised 

can be clearly quantified, a company will 
be uncertain in many instances whether 
it will be called upon in terms of section 
164 of the Act and, if so, the amount of its 
financial obligations which will arise as a 
result thereof. This makes the evaluation 
of a transaction, and the raising of the 
requisite amount of finance in order to fund 
a transaction, extremely difficult. In many 
instances, standby funding will have to be 
arranged in the event of appraisal rights 
being exercised, adding to the cost of the 
transaction. The uncertainty as to what may 
constitute fair value adds to the difficulty 
and makes the evaluation of the financial 
consequences of a transaction difficult, if 
not impossible, to properly quantify. 

The scope for abuse of section 115 is also 
apparent and one can but hope that the 
courts will exercise strict control over the 
application of the section in order to avoid 
an abuse of process. 

Conclusion
Whilst the granting of protections to 
minority shareholders is undoubtedly a 
laudable objective of company law reform, 
it should not be at the expense of the 
functioning of a flexible and dynamic 
economy, and it is feared that these 
protections will prove a hindrance to 
corporate activity, to the detriment of all 
shareholders. It is suggested that the 
introduction of these minority protections 
should be reconsidered. asa

Kevin Cron, BCom, BLaws, MLaws (Tax), 
is Director and Head of the Commercial 
Division, DENEYS REITZ INC.
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As most people know, there is a wide 
gap between the tax rate paid by 

companies (28%) and the marginal rate 
that applies to individuals (40%). This gap is 
mitigated to some extent by the fact that, 
while companies are taxed at a flat rate, 
individuals are taxed at staggered rates. 
Therefore the marginal rate only applies to 
income over R552 000 per annum. 

Once an individual is earning megabucks, 
the staggered rates that apply to the first 
R552 000 becomes increasingly irrelevant. 
Therefore, the 12% gap between the 
corporate rate and the marginal individual 
rate is very, very tempting for high earners.

What makes things even worse for 
employed people is that they are generally 
entitled to virtually no tax deductions. If 
you are an employee then you are probably 
paying a lot of tax. Unless you work on 
commission or for a dodgy employer that 
doesn’t withhold PAYE.

These factors have caused people to try 
not to become employees but rather to 
sign contracts in the name of corporate 
entities. The government knows this. It 
deeply resents people trying to transform 
employment income artificially into 
corporate income. Over the year, we have 
had loads of anti-avoidance legislation 
aimed at this sort of thing. This legislation 
includes the labour broker and personal 
service company rules. Essentially these 
rules in certain circumstances look right 
through a company and deem a relationship 
to be one of employment, even if the 
person deemed to be the employer has 
contracted effectively with an employee, 
but through the guise of a company or a cc. 

As with many pieces of legislation designed 
to address perceived abuses, in some 
respects, these rules go beyond even the 
scope of abusive behaviour. So, for example, 
a genuinely independent consultant (in 
other words, where there is no question of 
a disguised employment relationship) may 
find himself deemed to be an employee of 
his client simply because his company or cc 
derives more than 80% of its income from 
that client in a particular year. 

All of this highlights the one problem 
with the gap: it leads to much avoidance 
behaviour, which leads inevitably to more 
and more of anti-avoidance legislation.

The other problem is that high tax rates 
make it harder for us to attract skilled 
people. What makes our individual tax rates 
high isn’t just the marginal rate (which 
actually isn’t as high as all that), it’s the 
fact that, by European and North American 
standards, our marginal rate comes into 
effect at a low level. 

When our corporate tax rate was cut by 1% 
it was emphasised that this was in order for 
us to be as internationally competitive as 
possible. It is important to remember that, 
apart from competing with other countries 
for corporate investment, we are also 
competing for skilled individuals.

Our tax policy makers have shown that 
they are aware of the need to try not to 
make our tax system unattractive to skilled 
individuals who may be considering working 
in South Africa. Previously, the Income 
Tax Act provided that foreign residents 
temporarily working in South Africa would 
become tax resident here after a period of 
three years. This meant that, in addition to 
their South African earnings (which would 
have been subject to tax from the start), 
foreign income and capital gains would 
also be pulled into the South African tax 
net. This would have had very unattractive 
consequences for many individuals since it 
might have resulted in them being taxed in 
South Africa on unrealised gains (because 
of leaving South Africa once their contract 
here was over) as well as on foreign 
currency gains.

Therefore, the period before which an 
expatriate becomes tax resident in South 
Africa was extended from three to five 
years. This has enabled such individuals 

to extend their period of working in South 
Africa by a further two years without being 
subject to punitive tax consequences. 
This is a good example of a tax policy that 
considers the needs of skilled people. 
However, in many other respects South 
African individual taxpayers get a tough deal. 

Skills are in short supply in South Africa and 
yet employees still make the biggest single 
contribution to tax revenues. In the current 
difficult environment, it is tempting to try to 
fill the hole in tax collections by imposing an 
added burden on individuals – for example, 
by raising the marginal tax rate. As regards 
tax collections, this is probably a more 
immediately effective option than raising 
the corporate tax rate.

However, our tax policy makers should 
continue to remember the need to be 
competitive – not only in order to attract 
foreign corporate investment, but also skilled 
individuals. This applies not only to inbound 
experts but also to skilled South Africans, 
who might otherwise be tempted to go in 
search of greener pastures abroad. asa

Billy Joubert , BA LLB, H Dip Tax, H Dip 
International Tax, an Admitted Attorney 
of the High Court of South Africa is Tax 
Director Head: Transfer Pricing at Deloitte.

ThE GOVERNMENT dEEPly RESENTS PEOPlE TRyING TO 
TRANSfORM EMPlOyMENT INCOME ARTIfICIAlly INTO 
CORPORATE INCOME. 

Mind the gap
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It shouldn’t be news to anybody when I say that the relationship 
between accountants and Information Technology (IT) people is to 

say the least not always a happy one. Our priorities often conflict, 
each of us speaks a jargon that is impenetrable to the other and 
there’s a lingering suspicion on both sides that we’re being set up to 
take the blame for the other side’s mistakes.

But the days of the handwritten general ledger are gone - not mourned 
by anybody – and with them are gone the accountant’s absolute control 
over the tools of our trade. Today, our relationship with members of 
the IT department is probably the single most important one we have: 
we can’t do our jobs without the systems that the members of the IT 
department develop, install, maintain and support. 

This is a mixed blessing. On the one hand it makes our jobs easier 
and faster, enables us to handle volumes of information that would 
have been unthinkable fifteen to twenty years ago, and gives us 
insights we couldn’t achieve otherwise. On the other hand, it makes 
us vulnerable to events over which we have no control, that happen 
in a black box sitting in a server room far away, administered by 
somebody we may never have met.

So, we ask the IT department “Can I process a journal entry here 
that will show up in the Pofadder branch?” and they mumble 
something about network topologies, server configurations and user 
licences that we interpret as a yes. So, when we don’t get what we 
expected, whose responsibility is it – theirs, for cloaking themselves 
in jargon? Or ours, for not taking the trouble to learn enough of the 
jargon to know how to ask the right questions?

The hard fact is, the smatterings of IT lore we learned as students 
are probably long out of date and, without at least some knowledge, 
we can’t inform clients. 

I use the word “client” because in theory, that is the relationship we 
have with IT departments nowadays. The official line is that “IT is an 
enabler” – it exists to provide the essential infrastructure and services 
the rest of the business needs so that the business can operate. 

It would be fantastic if this meant IT had to give us whatever we 
wanted, but in reality things, as always, are not that simple. IT’s 

job is to provide a stable, reliable environment; their success is 
measured in terms of things like uptime, system stability, network 
availability and project delivery. This will often lead them to make 
choices and decisions that profoundly impact the rest of us, but to 
which we can make little or no input. 

For example, if the IT department decides that the company should 
be an Oracle or a SAP shop, there’s very little anyone else can do 
about it. But it does place very real constraints on what becomes 
possible afterwards. That nifty piece of new software you’ve seen 
that promises to solve all your problems? Sorry, it won’t fit in. Even 
worse is when the tried and trusted system that’s worked perfectly 
for years is suddenly “no longer supported” and has to go. 

One could be forgiven for muttering cynical comments about 
empire-building and over-caution in cases like this. But before you 
do, think for a moment what the IT department may be muttering 
about the accountants. 

One of the ways we can be better clients of IT is to become better 
at specifying exactly what we need, and to consider how our future 
needs might influence what we ask for. To use an analogy: If I go 
to a car dealership and say I want a blue car with four wheels, an 
accelerator, brakes, a manual gearbox and a nice stereo system, 
an entry-level car will perfectly suit those requirements. If I buy the 
car, I can’t go back six weeks later and complain that its off-road 
handling is poor; the dealer will quite reasonably say that if I wanted 
to go off-road, I should have said so in the first place and bought a 
different car. 

In the same way, when we discuss our IT requirements, we’ll get 
more of what we want when we can express what we want clearly. 

Yes, IT departments should also learn to communicate more clearly: 
but, until then, let the accountants do what we can. The more we know 
what questions to ask and what answers not to accept, the higher our 
credibility will rise and the more seriously we will be taken. asa

Kevin Phillips CA(SA) is Managing Director, idu Software.

how it makes the relationship work 
finance vs IT
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The role of the auditor
and the Companies Act
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As far back as 1932 (fn2) it was recognised and emphasised that “the 
accounts of a corporation carrying on a complex modern business are 
not, and cannot be, statements of absolute fact. They are necessarily 
based largely on conventions, on estimates and opinions”.

A distinction can also be drawn between two broad categories of 
financial statements:

• those that are presented in a prospectus, placement 
memorandum, business plan, interim results, or even a loan 
application – where the intention is to induce a third party to 
commit funds to the business venture carried on or to be carried 
on by the company; and

• the annual financial statements in which the directors report to the 
shareholders on their administration of the affairs of the company 
for the financial year and the profit and loss for the period.

On 29 March 2010, the front page headline in the electronic 
format of the UK newspaper “The Times” read: “Accounting 

firms facing rise in negligence claims amid credit crunch fallout”.

Globally, the role of the auditor is once again in the spotlight. And 
the promulgation of the Companies Act 2008 (The Act) and the 
publication for comment of the Draft Company Regulations 2010 
have added fuel to the heated debate in the South African context.

Every time there is a financial crisis or a large corporate entity 
collapses, questions such as the following inevitably arise:

• Why didn’t the auditors detect what was going on?
• Who was responsible for the financial statements we received 

before the true state of affairs was presented?
• What precisely do we expect the auditors to do in such 

circumstances?
• If audits don’t always “catch” the fraud or misrepresentation 

contained in the financial statements, what then is the value of 
the audit process?

• Is it necessary for all entities to be audited?
• Is the cost of having the financial statements audited justified?
• Does the fact that an auditor renders “non-audit” services to an 

entity affect the validity of the audit process?
• If the role of the auditor is minimised, who will be responsible for 

misleading statements contained in the financial statements? (fn1) 

ThE MOST CRITICAl ElEMENT IN ThIS dEfINITION IS ThAT ThE ExAMINATION Of 
ThE fINANCIAl STATEMENTS OR OThER INfORMATION RESulTS IN ThE AudITOR 
“ExPRESSING AN OPINION” ON “ThE fAIRNESS, OR COMPlIANCE” Of ThE fINANCIAl 
STATEMENTS wITh CERTAIN CRITERIA.

The purpose to which these financial statements are put may differ, 
but both have enhanced credibility if they are presented as having 
been subject to an “audit” – defined by the Auditing Profession Act 
2005 to mean: 

“the examination of, in accordance with prescribed or applicable 
auditing standards:
a. financial statements with the objective of expressing an opinion 

as to their fairness or compliance with an identified financial 
reporting framework and any applicable statutory enactments; or

b. financial and other information, prepared in accordance with 
suitable criteria, with the objective of expressing an opinion on 
the financial and other information”.

The most critical element in this definition is that the examination of 
the financial statements or other information results in the auditor 
“expressing an opinion” on “the fairness, or compliance” of the 
financial statements with certain criteria. An auditor does not give 
a guarantee “that the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement, because absolute assurance is not attainable. 
Further, an audit opinion does not give assurance about the future 
viability of the entity nor the efficiency or effectiveness with 
which management has conducted the affairs of the entity” (fn3). 
Accordingly, an auditor conducting an audit in accordance with the 
International Standards on Auditing obtains “reasonable assurance” 
that the financial statements taken as a whole are free from 

material misstatement whether due to fraud or error (fn4), and that 
the audit of the financial statements does not relieve management 
or those charged with governance of their responsibilities (fn5). 

The problem for auditors is that, in this day and age, the general 
public probably have a higher expectation than “reasonable 
assurance” from audited financial statements - especially when a 
business collapses within months of the presentation of a set of 
financial statements (fn5a) in which the auditors have expressed that 
they have evaluated the company on a “going concern basis” and 
have not alerted investors or shareholders to potential shortcomings. 

John & Lee Hendrikse (fn6) identify other reasons why businesses 
and investors may value an audit:
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How has the Act addressed the issues raised so far?
First, the Act recognises the status of the Auditing Profession Act, 
that is one of seven acts which will overrule the Companies Act if 
there is an inconsistency between the wording of the two acts, 
which cannot be resolved by attempting to comply with one Act 
without contravening the other (fn8). 

Second, the Companies Act recognises the valuable role that an 
audit does play by requiring all public companies and certain private 
companies to have their annual financial statements subject to 
an audit. The category of private companies that must be audited 
is to be determined by regulation proclaimed by the Minister of 
Trade and Industry having regard to a number of factors. The Draft 
Regulations have raised concerns among some quarters in the 
auditing profession that the bar has been set at a level which means 
that most private companies will not need to be audited. This has at 
least two consequences –

• the financial statements of these companies will no longer 
contain even a “reasonable level of assurance” whether the 
financial statements are free from material error; and

• many small to medium sized auditing practices, which serve the 
majority of this market, will find their clients “walking out the 
door”, effectively destroying their audit division! 

• improved controls and the reduction of the risk of fraud; (fn7)
• more accurate information leads to better decision-making;
• an audit requires the auditor to develop an in-depth understanding 

of a company’s business, its industry sector, its organisational 
structure and the quality of its control environment; and

• the experience and understanding of the auditor, combined with 
objectivity, provides the auditor with an excellent basis for adding 
value by helping his/her clients build stronger businesses.

The last two points, perhaps more than any other, have led to the 
growth of non-audit services provided by auditors to his/her clients. 
Also, as the Hendrikses point out, the auditors are often the only 
outside professionals that many small businesses engage, and 
so the auditors can be the only people in a position to provide the 
support these businesses need.

Submissions from the public on the Draft Regulations closed at the 
end of February, and the public hearings and the response of the 
Minister to the submissions must still take place – so we can expect 
some lively debate going forward.

The Act does however give a company the right to decide 
voluntarily (usually by inserting such a requirement in the company’s 
memorandum of incorporation) that the company’s annual financial 
statements should be audited, and furthermore provides that 
a substantial number of companies may still need to have their 
accounts subjected to a review. A “review” is said to provide a 
moderate level of assurance that the information subject to review 
is free from material misstatement, which is expressed in the form 
of negative assurance. This level of assurance may satisfy the needs 
of many users of financial statements – especially since, as we have 

seen, an audit is also not an absolute guarantee of the correctness 
of the financial statements, and because of the liability imposed on 
those who participate in the preparation, approval, dissemination 
and publication of false or misleading financial statements.

The Act and the Draft Regulations also envisage that a far wider range 
of accountants may conduct a review compared to an audit. An audit 
can only be performed by a “registered auditor” being an auditor or 
firm registered with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors.

On the other hand a review as contemplated in the Act can be 
performed by an “independent accounting professional”, which 
includes a member in good standing with a professional body that is 
a member of the International Federation of Accountants.

The loss of the auditors will be the gain of these other accounting 
professionals and to the casual bystander, such as Companies Act 
Online. It will be interesting to watch how this differentiation plays 
out in practice.

A third issue dealt with in the Act is the liability imposed on persons 
that participate in the preparation, approval, dissemination or 
publication of any financial statements, including Annual Financial 
Statements, knowing that those statements do not comply with the 
requirements of the Act or which are materially false or misleading. 

A ThIRd ISSuE dEAlT wITh IN ThE ACT IS ThE lIABIlITy IMPOSEd ON PERSONS 
ThAT PARTICIPATE IN ThE PREPARATION, APPROVAl, dISSEMINATION OR 
PuBlICATION Of ANy fINANCIAl STATEMENTS, INCludING ANNuAl 
fINANCIAl STATEMENTS
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This would include the directors of the company and could reduce 
the necessity for audited financial statements, for example, 
where a company is approaching a financial institution for credit. 
The financial institution should be able to rely on the ipse dixit 
of the directors themselves, plus any management that were 
involved in the preparation of the financial statements used to 
support the application, because they’d be personally liable for any 
misstatement contained in the financial statements.

Section 214 of the Act provides that a person is a party to the 
preparation of a document … if:

• the document includes or is otherwise based on a scheme, 
structure or form of words or numbers, devised, prepared or 
recommended by that person; and

• the scheme or structure or form of words is of such a nature that 
the person knew or ought reasonably to have known, that its 
inclusion or other use in connection with the preparation of the 
document would cause it to be false or misleading.

The Act also defines what is meant by “knew or ought reasonably to 
have known” by defining “knowing”, “knowingly” or “knows”, when 
used with respect to a person, and in relation to a particular matter, 
to mean that the person either –

• “had actual knowledge of that matter;
• was in a position in which the person ought to have –

• had actual knowledge;
• investigated the matter to an extent that would have provided 

the person with actual knowledge; or
• taken other measures which, if taken, would reasonably be 

expected to have provided the person with actual knowledge of 
the matter”.

Accordingly, where a person did not have actual knowledge his/her 
conduct will be objectively measured to ascertain whether his/her 
actions or omissions in the circumstances would have resulted in 
his/her having actual knowledge.

The application of these sections by the Court to persons that 
audit or review financial statements that turn out to contain false 
or misleading information is likely to be highly debated and will 
no doubt be tested in the Courts more than once in the future. 
What steps were actually taken or ought reasonably to have 
been taken in that process will have to be assessed to determine 
whether the conduct of the auditor or reviewer was reasonable in 
the circumstances. Weighed against this will also be the type of 
opinion and the actual words used in expressing that opinion on the 
financial statements, and whether this was sufficient to alert the 
“misled” user of the financial statements of the role of the auditor 
or reviewer in the preparation of the financial statements.

Fourth, another complex issue regarding the role of the auditor 
pertains to so-called “non-audit” work, which the company engages 
the auditor to perform – and which has always been a question 
left to the auditor in assessing his or her independence, but which 
was thrown into prominence by the actions of the now defunct 
Arthur Andersen in the Enron saga. The growth of non-audit work 
performed by auditors is attributable to a number of factors (skill, 
knowledge of the company’s affairs, access, indifference or lack 
of foresight from competing professionals, such as the legal 
fraternity, to provide the service and so on) but has definitely put 
the auditor into a potentially difficult position. The Act follows the 
pattern established by the Corporate Laws Amendment Act 2006 
of requiring the audit committee (fn9) to determine what non-audit 
work the auditor may perform for the company or which non-audit 
work the auditor is prohibited from performing, and also requiring 
the prior approval of the audit committee for any “ad hoc” non-audit 
work to be provided by the auditor to the company.

Since the Act now envisages that the audit committee must be 
elected by the shareholders at the annual general meeting of the 
company (fn10), presumably the shareholders would be able to 
express their approval or otherwise regarding any decision taken 
by the audit committee in determining the parameters for the 
performance of non-audit services by the auditor.

Last, the Act does provide certain powers that will aid the auditor to 
carry out his or her function (fn11), including:

• the right of access at all times to the accounting records and all 
books and documents of the company; 

• being entitled to require from the directors or prescribed officers 
of the company any information and explanations necessary for 
the performance of the auditor’s duties;

• the right to attend any general shareholders meeting;
• the right to receive all notices of and other communications 

relating to any general shareholders meeting; and
• the right to be heard at any general shareholders meeting on any 

part of the business of the meeting that concerns the auditor’s 
duties or functions.

An auditor may apply to Court for an order to enforce his/her right 
of access to the accounting records and to obtain information from 
the directors, and the Court may make any order that is just and 
reasonable to prevent frustration of the auditor’s duties, and an 
order of costs personally against any director or prescribed officer 
whom the court has found to have wilfully and knowingly frustrated 
or attempted to frustrate the performance of the auditor’s functions.

Auditors who use the right to attend general meetings of the 
shareholders must take care to avoid being “dragged into” 
squabbles between the shareholders, particularly if, by taking sides, 
the independence of the auditor can be challenged at a later stage.
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We can conclude that though the Act does address some concerns 
about the role of auditors, it also gives rise to issues itself. 

There is also no simple answer as to what role the auditor could or 
should play in respect of ensuring that directors faithfully administer 
the assets of the company for the benefit of all stakeholders.

And so we expect the debate on the role of the auditor to continue 
late into the night.

Footnotes
Fn1 - The above list is not exclusive – nor is it possible to answer 

everyone conclusively in this article. Our intention was to 
raise issues for consideration by both auditors and the users 
of financial statements within in the context of developments 
in the Companies Act 2008. We also have not addressed the 
role of the auditor in reporting material irregularities in terms 
of section 45 of the Auditing Profession Act.

Fn 2 - In a lecture entitled “The Accountant and the Investor” 
delivered at Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois on 11 
January 1932, under the auspices of the William a Vawter 
Foundation on Business Ethics – Published in The Ethical 
Problems of Modern Accountancy, Ronald Press Co (1933), 
pp26-54.

Fn3 - International Standards on Auditing - ISA 200, para 21.

Fn4 - ISA200, para 17.
Fn5 -  ISA200, para 33.
Fn5a- It is important to note that the Companies Act uses the term 

“financial statements” to refer to a set of accounting reports 
which is wider than “the annual financial statements”, and which 
would include for example “financial information in a circular, 
prospectus, the provisional announcement of results…”

Fn6 - “Business Governance Handbook – Principles and Practice”, p265.
Fn7 - The entire issue of risk management too is at the forefront of 

discussion in the wake of the financial crisis.
Fn8 -  Section 5(4) of the Companies Act 2008.
Fn9 -  If the company is not required to have an audit committee, 

then the board of directors should make this determination.
Fn10 - Section 94(2) of the Companies Act 2008.
Fn11 - Section 93 of the Companies Act 2008. asa

Graeme Fraser, BA LLB, LLM, HDip Tax, and Veldra Morris who 
is currently studying for her LLB degree, are joint owners of 
Companies Act Online which has been established to provide 
information and resources on the Companies Act 2008 (and related 
issues relevant to corporate stakeholders) through the medium 
of their website (www.companiesactonline.co.za), lectures and 
workshops (public and in-house), newsletters and specialist articles. 
Edwin Selbst CA(SA) assisted the authors in editing the initial draft. 
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Absa Private Bank Practice Management Account

Your business is managing other people’s money and ours is helping you 
manage yours. When your practice is ready to expand, the Absa Private 
Bank Practice Management Account has all the figures lined up for you. 
It’s a one-of-a-kind loan facility designed to meet the unique financial 
and transactional needs of your accounting practice. It also helps you to 
acquire assets, do your daily banking, manage your finances and gives 
you more time to run your practice. We structure a convenient, ongoing 
line of credit into various loan accounts as per your individual needs. 
Then we link this to a versatile transactional account. All of which helps 
you focus on the business of doing your clients’ books. Exceptional.

Absa Private Bank’s approach to private banking centres on a lasting, 
personal relationship with you; one that is built on an understanding 
of your unique needs and objectives. We then apply our proven skills 
and experience to deliver market-leading solutions like Absa Private 
Bank Practice Management Account.

A minimum annual income of R750 000 is required to become an Absa 
Private Bank client. Talk to an Absa Private Banker or call the nearest 
suite for more information: Johannesburg 011 676 7000; Bloemfontein 
051 401 1012; Cape Town 021 974 1600; Pretoria 012 470 8000; Durban 
031 570 7100. Terms and conditions apply and fees are subject to change.
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The adjustments that are made to the accounting profit to 
determine taxable income may give rise to the raising of a deferred 
tax liability or asset, if, broadly speaking, the difference is merely a 
timing difference and will reverse in future years. Examples would 
be where the rate of wear and tear or capital allowances on fixed 
assets for tax purposes differs from the depreciation charged in the 
books or provisions raised in the books which will only be deductible 
for tax purposes when actually incurred.

Nevertheless there are instances where generally accepted 
accounting practice (GAAP) will have an effect on the outcome of 
a transaction for tax purposes and where the Income Tax Act (“the 
Act”) specifically makes reference to GAAP.

While the financial performance of companies in their annual 
financial statements is determined by the profit or loss for the 

year in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice, the 
concept of profits is absent in determining taxable income which is 
subject to tax. Taxable income is determined by taking gross income 
and deducting therefrom exempt income and allowable deductions. 
A taxpayer’s ‘taxable income’ may differ significantly from the 
accounting profit determined in accordance with accounting principles.

Differences arise from certain receipts and accruals included in 
accounting profit that may be exempt for tax purposes; expenses 
taken into account for accounting profit that may not be deductible; 
similarly there may be income deemed to have accrued for tax 
purposes that is not included in accounting profit and expenses 
deductible for tax and excluded for accounting. 

The fact that accounting principles will be disregarded for tax 
have been dealt with in a number of cases and is exemplified by 
the judgment of Centlivres JA in Sub-Nigel Ltd vs. CIR that only 
deductions provided for in the Income Tax Act are allowed to be 
deducted from the taxpayer’s income. 

‘[T]he court is not concerned with deductions which may be 
considered proper from an accountant’s point of view or from the 
point of view of a prudent trader, but merely with the deductions 
which are permissible according to the language of the Act...

‘Regard, therefore, must be had to the Act and the Act alone in 
order to ascertain whether the deductions sought to be made... 
are permissible.’

Trading stock:
The first instance in which GAAP was introduced into the Act was for 
the purpose of valuation of trading stock. Because of the definition 
of trading stock as it was at the time, taxpayers argued that it was 
not necessary to include an allocation of overheads in the value 
of stock for purposes of determining taxable income. The Act was 
amended in 1984 to require taxpayers to include in the value of their 
trading stock the ‘further costs’ (overheads) required to be included 
in terms of generally accepted accounting practice as approved by 
the Commissioner. According to the Explanatory memorandum the 
GAAP approved by the Commissioner for this purpose was AC108. 
AC108 has since been superseded by IAS 2, therefore it is not clear 
if the principles in AC108 are still applicable for tax purposes or 
whether the Commissioner has also approved of IAS 2.

Dividends:
Another instance where GAAP will have an effect on the tax 
consequences of a transaction is pre-acquisition dividends. 
A dividend, as defined in the Income Tax Act, is any amount 
distributed by a company to its shareholders. Specifically excluded is 
any amount distributed by a company to a shareholder to the extent 
that the companies form part of the same group of companies and 
the shareholder reduces the cost of the shares held in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting practice. 

Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice and Tax
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Join our many satisfied clients and see your cash flow and 
profitability improve.

Telephone: +27 11 327 5040 | Web: www.acczone.com
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The Acczone series, with our comprehensive range of fully 
integrated, scalable business software modules, have the 
ability to meet your business’ unique requirements.
 
We are dedicated to client service excellence and we  
have a deep respect for all our clients, large and small.

Don’t delay – call us today for a demonstration of the Acczone series.

To determine where this exclusion will apply for tax it is necessary 
to look at the accounting principles. In terms of IAS 18 dividends 
shall be recognised as revenue when the shareholder’s right to 
receive payment is established. However IAS 18.32 limits the 
application of this paragraph by stipulating that where dividends on 
equity securities are declared from pre-acquisition profits, those 
dividends are deducted from the cost of the securities and not 
recognised as revenue.

Therefore, from a tax point of view the company declaring the 
dividend will not be liable for STC as no ‘dividend’ has been 
distributed and the shareholder will receive a ‘capital distribution” 
which will have to be treated as a part disposal of the shares in the 
subsidiary for CGT purposes.

Other areas where GAAP is specifically referred to in the Act
• Incurral and accrual of interest. While Section 24J requires 

the calculation of an accrual amount for instruments held or 
issued, taxpayers are entitled to use an alternative method, 
which conforms to GAAP, is consistently applied for reporting 
purposes and the results will not differ significantly from 
applying the provisions of Section 24J.

• Gains or losses on foreign exchange transactions. Special 
rules may be applied for “affected contracts” which are, in 
simple terms, forward exchange contracts taken out where the 
underlying asset or debt in foreign currency does not exist at the 
end of the year. While the normal rule for translating “affected 
contracts” is to use the forward rate in terms of that contract, the 

Commissioner may allow the alternative rate if that rate is used 
for accounting purposes in terms of GAAP. Exchange differences 
on forward exchange contracts to hedge the acquisition of equity 
shares in certain circumstances may be excluded where the 
difference is not included for financial reporting purposes in terms 
of International Financial Reporting Standards.

• A reportable arrangement includes an arrangement that 
is or will be disclosed as giving rise to a financial liability 
for purposes of GAAP but not for purposes of the Act (but 
excluding financial leases). A reportable arrangement also 
includes an arrangement that does not result in a reasonable 
expectation of a pre-tax profit. Pre-tax profit is defined as a 
profit determined in accordance with GAAP.

From the above it can be seen that it is necessary to be familiar 
with both the generally accepted accounting principles and the 
relevant tax acts, and to consider the effects of both in determining 
taxable income as well as the deferred tax to be raised in the 
financial statements. Though there are numerous instances where 
the two differ significantly, there are also instances where the 
Income Tax Act relies on generally accepted accounting principles in 
determining the amounts to be taken into account. asa

Clive Sharwood CA(SA), BCom (Rhodes),HDip (Tax), LLB, is a Tax 
Consultant at Deloitte, and Andrea Brickett,BCom (Acc), BCom 
(Hons), is a Snr Tax Consultant at Deloitte.
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The nature of anxiety 
Stevenson (2004) describes anxiety as ‘a 
feeling of being anxious, a nervous disorder 
marked by excessive uneasiness’. Anxiety 
as first measured by Spence (1953) in 
the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, can be 
considered in terms of its components, 
“state” and “trait”. According to Geller 
(2004), trait anxiety is a relatively stable 
personality quality that determines one’s 
motivational and emotional responsiveness 
to circumstances. With those high in trait 
anxiety, typically being energetic, highly-
strung, self-conscious over-strivers or 
failure avoiders, who are more nervous 
than average, they worry about being 
unsuccessful, and generally work under 
tension. In contrast, state anxiety relates to 
a particular situation or external condition in 
which a person finds himself or herself, and 
is therefore a more external experience of 
anxiety (Coleman, 2006). 

This explanation of the state of anxiety is 
not dissimilar to that of stress which has 
been described as psychological strain 
generated by emotional, social, economic 
or occupational circumstances, events, or 
experiences that are difficult to manage or 
endure, and which reflects a wider process of 
interaction between the person and his/her 
environment (Cox, Griffiths & Rial-Gozalez, 
2000). Since the experiences of both state 
anxiety and stress. Closely linked to external 
forces, circumstances and experiences, it can 
be argued that the experience of one could 
be misinterpreted or confused with the other 
and vise versa. 

The prevalence of anxiety
The prevalence of anxiety disorders is 
startling. Epidemiology studies show that 
days lost to stress, depression and anxiety 
in the United Kingdom increased from 
6.5 million in 1995 to 13.4 million in 2002 
(Gyngell & Wessely, 2004). Furthermore 
studies conducted in the United States, 

Canada, England and the Netherlands 
concluded that anxiety, depression and 
simple phobias were the most prevalent 
disorders in the working population 
(Sanderson & Andrews, 2006). This high 
prevalence of anxiety is a major public 
health concern, with research showing 
that anxiety and related conditions 
are linked to increased heart disease, 
stroke and mortality from suicide, as 
well as absenteeism, presenteeism (lost 
productivity at work) and decreased quality 
of life and its many cost implications. 

The costs of anxiety
The costs of anxiety can spiral exponentially 
if left unrecognised and unmanaged. 
Sustained anxiety can lead to depression, 
burnout and eventual withdrawal from the 
workplace. Should this happen, there is 
the compounding effect of lost earnings 

and missed opportunities for growth and 
career development, together with the 
related costs of medical and convalescence 
treatment (Schultz & Schultz, 2006). 

From an industry and societal perspective, 
the loss of a productive resource can be 
extremely damaging. The absent person 
becomes a drain on medical and social 
support systems, whereas previously he or 
she would have been a positive contributor 
and a generator of income and wealth. 
Other less obvious tangible and intangible 
costs associated with higher anxiety include 
adverse effects on self esteem, wellbeing 
and key relationships (Byrne, 2000).

The relationship between anxiety and stress
As indicated earlier, the anxiety 
phenomenon can be confused with the 
experience of stress and vice versa because 
of, amongst other things, similarity in 
symptoms. It could be argued that a person 
with symptoms of anxiety, may consciously 

or sub-consciously choose to label these 
experiences as “stressful” – feelings and 
sensations caused by external stressors. 
Whereas, internal states and anxiety may 
be the cause of the symptoms. Moreover, 
since stress is traditionally associated 
with external forces and relatively positive 
connotations (I am stressed because I 
take on a lot of responsibility) and anxiety, 
is typically associated with internal forces 
and relatively negative connotations (I 
experience anxiety so I must suffer from 
some form of psychopathology), it is 
understandable and intuitively logical to 
see why “stressed” would be a more 
favourable label than “anxious” among this 
same group of individuals. Serious stigma 
and discrimination is a tragic reality facing 
people with any form of mental illness 
causing them to remain quiet in order 
to avoid a negative label (Stewart, Lips, 
Lakaski & Upshall, 2002). 

Anxiety and its effects on performance 
and health
There is substantial evidence to support 
the argument that anxiety in excess can 
adversely affect performance and health. In 
this regard, Crowe and Matthews (2003), for 
example, showed that anxiety significantly 
impairs working memory with regard to 
verbal, spatial and central executive tasks. 
According to Peter Williams, director of 
the Executive Burnout Programme, the 
hormones cortisol and DHEA become 
unbalanced when people are stressed, 
affecting cognitive ability and resulting 
in irritability, forgetfulness and poor 
performance (Hanson, 2006). What is even 
scarier is the assertion that unmanaged and 
sustained anxiety can cause permanent 
damage to the immune, metabolic and 
brain functioning according to studies 
by Wetherell, Reynolds & Gatz in Booth, 
Schinka & Brown, 2006. 

However where stressors are perceived 
as positive and challenging, effects on 

the impact
Anxiety...

ThERE IS SuBSTANTIAl EVIdENCE TO SuPPORT ThE ARGuMENT ThAT ANxIETy IN 
ExCESS CAN AdVERSEly AffECT PERfORMANCE ANd hEAlTh.
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performance were more favourable 
(Cavanaugh in Fevre, Kolt & Matheny, 2006). 
The work by Hanton and O’Brien (2003) 
on goal attainment and anxiety reduction 
in elite and non-elite athletes corroborates 
this view that anxiety balance, control and 
control perceptions are key to optimising 
performance. They showed that it was the 
perceived ability to control stressors and 
balance anxiety that was critical to high 
levels of functioning - a finding consistent 
with the work on self-efficacy and resilience 
done by Bandura (Bandura, 1993). 

Research by the author
A qualitative grounded theory approach to 
the research was followed by the author to 
probe anxiety (including anxiety management 
strategies), as personally experienced by a 
group of senior managers and executives, 
and anxiety’s role with respect to workplace 
performance and health. Participants 
interviewed during the research process had 
different subjective experiences of anxiety 
with multiple effects and inputs. They did 
not share a single objective truth, but had 
different understandings, interpretations 
and explanations of anxiety and its role in 
the workplace. Consequently the methods 
followed in obtaining data about anxiety, the 
workplace, performance and health, and the 
related reasoning strategies that followed, 
were inductive and context-specific in nature.

Findings 
Common to all participants was the 
existence of anxiety and action strategies 
adopted to moderate their impact 
on both work and home lives. Being 
senior managers whose functions 
required of them to perform, as well 
as to be “perceived” to be performing, 
notwithstanding substantial environmental 
stress, accountability and delivery 
pressures, all participants had management 
and coping strategies for doing this. These 
varied amongst participants and ranged 
from manipulating the environment, to 
minimising exposure, to seeking support 
and counselling, to building personal 
resilience, to enhancing self awareness, 
emotional intelligence and spirituality. 

These anxiety management strategies are 
all well recognised in literature. For instance, 
Osca, Urien, Gonzalez-Camino and Martinez-

Perez (2005) refer to the crucial role of social 
and organisational support when there is 
the expectation to perform at high levels in 
the context of significant stressors. Similarly 
Jones (2004) refers to key leadership 
qualities, such as resilience and high 
emotional intelligence, that are evident in 
high performance leaders and which provide 
a level of protection from the pressures 
typical of high level corporate positions.

In summary, for the senior managers 
engaged in this study, high levels of anxiety 
appear to exist and are:
• a common occurrence;
• caused by levels of uncertainty, a pursuit 

to perfectionism and a loss of control 
over personal and work situations;

• compounded by underlying levels of trait 
anxiety; 

• prompted by stress and work pressures 
accompanying these high performance 
positions such as significant competition, 
risks and delivery targets; and

• which are likely to affect adversely both 
workplace performance and personal health.

Also evident from this research, is that:
• anxiety and stress can easily be 

confounded because symptoms, neural 
pathways involved and responses to 
the same treatment are similar for both 
experiences; 

• senior managers typically develop 
and use a range and mix of personal 

management and coping strategies 
to moderate and/or optimise anxiety 
levels in order to maintain both high 
performance and the perception of high 
performance as well as good health and, 
finally, that 

• lower or moderate levels of anxiety 
may enhance performance by providing 
stimulation and incentive to action. See 
figure 1 overleaf.

The emergent theoretical framework for 
considering the dynamics of anxiety in the 
workplace is set out in figure 1 with a senior 
manager’s current anxiety state, being the 
starting point (entitled “Anxiety is either higher 
or lower”). If this manager is experiencing 
higher anxiety for whatever reason, we follow 
the right hand side of the diagram headed 
“Higher Anxiety - A”. This manager is likely 
to have “Compromised Performance - B”, as 
well as “Worse Health – C” as a result of the 
higher anxiety. In addition, B then adversely 
affects C, and C then adversely affects both 
B and C in a vicious downward spiral of 
worsening health, compromised performance 
and higher anxiety.

In contrast, a senior manager with lower 
anxiety, as shown on the left hand side of 
the diagram, is likely to have “Enhanced 
Performance – 2”, as well as “Better Health 
– 3” as a result of the relatively lower 
anxiety. Furthermore, 2 then favourably 

15 MIN  
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affects 3, and 3 in turn favourably influences 
both 2 and 1 in a positive upward spiral of 
better health, enhanced performance and 
lower anxiety. 

Not surprisingly, senior managers that are 
higher in anxiety will attempt to reduce 
anxiety (a transition to the left hand side of 
the diagram) by applying, amongst other 
things, appropriate anxiety management 
tools and strategies.

This study shows that higher levels of 
anxiety that “take over” are destructive 
and correlate negatively with performance, 
achievement and health, a finding 
consistent with much of the prior research 
done on anxiety and performance (Clarke, 
Davidson, Windsor & Pitts, 2000). 

At lower levels of anxiety some participants 
acknowledged that anxiety, to a point, 
improved performance by providing, one or 
all of stimulation, motivation and direction. 
These findings are consistent with earlier 
contemporary thoughts around anxiety 
and stress drawing from Selye’s (1956) 
influential book, “The Stress of Life”. 

Conclusion
In conclusion then, it appears that anxiety 
amongst senior managers does adversely 
impact both performance and health in the 
workplace, with the effects being mostly 
negative, leading to self-fuelling downward 
cybernetic spirals of compromised health 
and adverse performance. Senior managers 
to a varying degree are typically aware of 
these impacts and endeavour to manage 
and minimise anxiety’s potency and 
detrimental effects by adopting a variety 
of coping and management strategies to 
maintain high performance levels, protect 
health and enhance wellbeing while 
allowing benign levels to provide a measure 
of motivation and direction.

The research also raised the very diffuse 
yet close association of anxiety and stress 
and, on the grounds of social stigmatisation, 
it can be argued that a senior manager 
experiencing burnout symptoms would 
rather attribute these to stress than to 
anxiety. Having anxiety panic attacks will 
negatively affect the corporate image of an 
up-and-coming executive, as stigma and 
discrimination typically attached to those 
with any form of mental illness, and so 

Figure 1: The Emergent Theoretical Framework

Enhanced 
Performance

2

‘You cannot live 
without anxiety 
… you won’t do 
anything’ – Elsa.

’Anxiety … 
something to keep 
us on our toes and 
point us in the right 
direction’ – Roger.

Worse Health
C

‘Call it depression 
… call it a 

breakdown … 
whatever it was … I 
was feeling terrible 
… I mean physically 

terrible’ - Susan.

‘When I was in 
hospital with my 
heart … a lot of it 
was because of 
anxiety I did not 
manage’ – Roger.

Compromised 
Performance

B

‘I think my 
anxiety plays a 
major role … 

my performance 
fluctuates 

dramatically’ - 
Wilfred.

‘Leaving the office 
every day between 
11h00 and 12h00 

(because of 
anxiety) feeling 

tired and incapable 
of delivering work’ 

– Susan.

Anxiety is either higher or lower …

Maintenance of anxiety

‘The understanding that 
anxiety can be managed is 

the key’ – Bill.

“Senior management anxiety adversely 
affects both performance and health with 
coping and management strategies being 
employed to moderate these effects and 
maintain high performance, good health 

and well-being”

Better Health
3

‘Looking down 
from heaven with 
a bird’s eye view I 
would say anxiety 

is not good for 
me’ – Roger.

Lower Anxiety
1

Higher Anxiety
A

much more so, for these leaders of industry 
(Stewart et al., 2002). Why society views 
anxiety amongst its leaders as unacceptable 
while considering stress amongst this same 
group as more acceptable and the norm, 
together with the deeper consequences of 
such preconceptions, are areas worthy of 
future research. In closing, it can be argued 
that if more work is done to acknowledge 
anxiety’s existence and its effect at the 
highest levels of our industries, we as a 
human race could better accept, manage 
and possibly benefit from this most human 
of conditions. 

View the asa website (www.
Accountancysa.Org.Za) for references. asa

Eric Meyers CA(SA), MCom (Industrial 
Psychology), BA(Hons), BCompt, is 
a management and organisational 
development consultant, facilitator, 
instructor and coach, whose specialisation 
is in the finance, consulting and wellness 
industries. His key competence, passion and 
signature theme is overcoming anxiety to 
achieve high performance while maintaining 
a healthy, balanced and fulfilling life.
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impact visible is the number of Italian 
restaurants found in the city.  

During the famines of the 1980s, more 
international NGOs started to operate from 
Addis and now is one of the countries with 
the most NGOs. In Addis Ababa you can see 
Robert Mugabe, Madagascar’s DJ President 
and Colonel Gaddifi’s motorcade drive past 
you, or see them having dinner together. 
All this is what makes Addis Ababa a truly 
African capital and an interesting holiday or 
business destination. asa

Brenda Kok, BSocSci, MPhil, is a former  
AU employer.

Nothing could have prepared me for 
living in Addis Ababa, the capital city 

of Ethiopia. I arrived late at night and drove 
through what seemed like a jungle, and 
finally arrived at my “four star” hotel within 
walking distance of the African Union, my 
new employer, in 2007. When I woke up 
the next morning and looked outside my 
window, I realised that it was no jungle I had 
driven through, just a makeshift road with 
giant craters. On taking a walk down the 
giant crater road, I was delighted to discover 
a shopping centre with the best coffee in 
the world and a few really nice boutiques to 
boot. This sums up Addis - a shiny shopping 
centre at the end of a rocky road. 

Since I had accepted a job at the African 
Union to work in its peacekeeping 
department, I was living in the ancient land 
where the people take pride in doing things 
differently. From celebrating Christmas 
on 7 January and New Year in September 
to calculating time in 12 hour cycles, 
Ethiopians continue to draw on their ancient 
culture and traditions, and to live as their 
forefathers did many years ago.

This, of course, can be frustrating to 
foreigners even at the best of times. 
Imagine my shock when I ask my taxi driver 
to pick me up at 07:30 for work; he doesn’t 
show and I end up taking a “blue donkey”. 
The blue cold war era Lada’s are used 
mostly as taxis, usually without brakes, 
side mirrors, head lights, working wipers 
and seatbelts bumbling along on the Addis 
roads. He, however, calls at 14:30 and tells 
me he is at my house. It was then that I 
realised that 07:30 to an Ethiopian is 14:30.

Everything in Addis has its own time, and 
traffic is no different. No drive, however 
long or short, can be undertaken without 
at least one driver deciding that he or she 
will stop in the middle of the road to take 
(or even make) a call on his or her mobile 
phone. This happens while the other drivers 
politely wait for the culprit to finish his or 
her conversation with no obscene signs 
pointed, no hooting and no anger. This is 
indeed a testament to Ethiopians’ enduring 
patience, and the belief that a higher power 
determines their destiny. 

After a hard day, waking up at 04:00, 
slogging your way through traffic and being 
accosted by beggars, don’t be tempted 
to lock your door and sit in front of the TV. 
Addis at night is vastly different from Addis 
by day. Now all the beautiful young and old 
came out to play, and all dressed up too. All 
the old grey buildings light up and you barely 
notice cracks in the pavement. Ethiopian 
women are truly beautiful and hardly any 
woman will be seen without stilettos. 

With many drinking holes, traditional 
restaurants offering traditional dancing to 
entertain you while you eat, to jazz venues 
and cuisine from all over the world and 
some good dance clubs too, Addis has 
something for everyone. Ethiopian food, 
however, is an acquired taste. Consisting 
of injera, flat bread made at least two to 
three days in advance and left to naturally 
ferment, a variety of sauces such as lamb, 
chicken or beef. An entire group of people 
will eat from the same vessel, a round 
serving plate lined with injera, sauces of 
meat cut into strips (tibbs) or a dish that is 
similar to chicken curry called Dorowat. 

Besides pride in their food, culture and 
traditions, Ethiopians take pride in being 
the only African country not to have been 
colonised, although it suffered a brief 
occupation by the Italians. The only Italian 

welcome to Addis Ababa



Mercedes Benz Gl

difficult to manoeuvre in urban centres. The 
feedback from the steering is not as precise 
as I would have liked, however, it came into 
its element off road. The road illumination is 
brilliant especially with the see-around the 
corner system that automatically turns the 
headlights in the direction that one is driving.

My time spent with the GL transformed my 
view of off road vehicles. No longer do you 
have to carry kidney belts when venturing 
off road or, have a separate vehicle for road 
trips - although I would suggest a smaller 
vehicle for running around. All in all, the 
best of both worlds!

Vehicle courtesy of Mercedes Benz SA. asa

Azim Omar CA(SA) is a member of the 
SAGMJ.

The most common misconception is 
referring to the GL as the ML’s big 

brother. Yes, the “GL” does look like a grown 
up version of the ML and they both have 
the Mercedes Benz build and reliability, but, 
that’s as far as the similarities go. 

The “GL” is a seven seater vehicle that 
seems to have become the latest status 
symbol amongst the “Sandton” kugels. 
Whenever you go past a school in the area 
you will inevitably see one on the pavement, 
which is quite a shame, as this vehicle was 
not designed to be a soft roader.

Inside, you have all the creature comforts 
and more. Impressive features of the GL are 
the dual screens for the rear passengers, 
including a separate DVD player that is 
installed in the bottom end of the front seat 
armrest. What makes this so impressive is 
the wireless headphones and input jacks 
for playstaions on each screen, absolute 
bliss. No longer “are we there yet”. The only 
problem was the kids never wanted to leave 
the vehicle, even when we reached home!

In other similar seven seater vehicles, the 
biggest problem is the folding and lifting of 
the third row of seats, one has to stretch 
your back in order to lock these seats into 
place due to the sheer distance between 
the boot opening and the lever to raise the 
seat. Well, if, like me, this made you either 
leave the seats erected or folded all the 
time, then you will be pleased to know that 
this is no longer the case in the GL. All that 
it takes to elevate or fold away the seats 
is a touch of a button, which is located in 
both the boot and the rear panel behind the 
second row of seats, making seven seats all 
that more fun to use.

The inside layout is typical Mercedes with 
solid feel and build quality. The leather 
covered dashboard adds to the overall 
feel of quality and feeling of “upper class”. 
Added to this is the high driving position of 
the vehicle, making you feel dangerously 
almost invincible. 

On the road the vehicle drives like many a 
soft roader, except for the cornering which 
is a lot more stable thanks to the active 
suspension that is manually controlled 
by the driver allowing one to lower and 
raise the vehicle depending on the driving 
conditions with which one is faced. I have 
to admit, the Joburg potholes were no 
match for the vehicle’s sheer size, it was 
almost like I was driving on a tar road?

This vehicle may surprise many, as this is 
no soft roader. Thanks to its lockable double 
differential and low range selection, one 
can go almost anywhere. The little that I 
ventured off road was quite a surprise, as, 
apart from handling anything I threw at it 
with ease, it almost felt like as if I was on a 
road as opposed to the off the beaten path. 

The 3,5 litre diesel motor is more than 
enough for the normal person, however, if 
you’re looking for the ultimate towing vehicle 
with a bit more grunt I would suggest the 
500, if you don’t mind the fuel bill!

The 350 is by no means a cheap entry-level 
vehicle but, rather, a premium top-end all 
road vehicle. I would not recommend this 
vehicle for everyday short distance city 
driving - not because it’s hard to drive, but, 
rather, due to it sheer size making it rather 
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Cabernet Sauvignon
continued…

and under their Fantail label, where he also 
presents a Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet 
Franc blend.

Both Grangehurst and Morgenhof offer 
wines of older vintages ready to drink when 
purchased.

Simonsig’s Johan Malan, is a dab hand at 
Cabernet, and his Simonsig The Labyrinth 
2006 is gently brushed with oak and 
presents dry, with all the classical flavour 
boxes for Cabernet ticked. asa

Michael Olivier is a wine writer, broadcaster 
and author of The People’s Guide – navigate 
the winelands in a shopping trolley.

The FIFA 2010 World Cup is almost over, 
and Nederburg was invited to make 

three wines that bear the official logo of the 
World Cup.

Razvan Macici, the Romanian-born, South 
African by choice, über cellarmaster of 
Nederburg, is blessed with a talented team 
of winemakers.

Tariro Masayiti is the winemaker 
responsible for making a delicious dry 
Cabernet Sauvignon rosé, known as the 
FIFA 2010 Dry Rosé 2009. Awash with the 
flavours of crisp strawberries, cranberry, 
pomegranate and cherry berries, the grapes 
for this wine come from dry land vineyards 
in the Darling region and irrigate-when-we-
need-to vineyards in Paarl. 

Wim Truter, currently studying in France for 
his Masters degree in wine making, made 
the utterly sublime FIFA 2010 Cabernet 
Sauvignon 2007. The dark redness in the glass 
is reflected in the nose of the wine as one 

sniffs blackberries, cassis and spicy nuances 
from the oak maturation. Wim used French, 
Romanian and American oak for the twelve-
month barrel rest given the wine before 
bottling. This is a wine that you could happily 
drink on its own with some freshly whittled 
biltong or indeed with some snappy dark 
chocolate before the fire after a good meal. 

Some of my other favourite Cabernets are 
those from Grangehurst Nikela, where 
surfing owner Jeremy Walker uses it to 
great effect as a varietal wine and blended 
with Merlot and Pinotage, also with Shiraz 
and in a sublime Cabernet and Merlot blend.
Morgenhof’s Jacques Cilliers produces a 
regal Cabernet both under the Estate’s label 

Alcohol reduces driving ability, don’t drink and drive.
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MCom COMPUTER AUDITING
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in place, in consultation with providers and 
employers.  SAICA continues to look at 
additional initiatives together with support from 
providers and employers as transformation 
initiatives remain important to SAICA.

This year’s first position was shared jointly 
by three female candidates, from the 
University of Pretoria. Other highlights of 
the results include:

• All the top 10 qualifiers passed with 
honours (75% or higher);

• 25 candidates including the top “10”, 
passed with honours;

• Two of the honours candidates are Black; 

The results of the Part I of the Qualifying 
Examination (QE I) – a critical measure 

to becoming a Chartered Accountant 
[CA(SA)] yielded interesting information 
about South Africa’s tertiary landscape. The 
results reflect a decline in the pass rate, 
which now stands at 51% compared to last 
year’s 58%. 

A total of 2 921 candidates sat for the QE 
I, which is lower than the figure of 3 373 
recorded in 2009. The declining pass rates 
may seem negative, but is a reflection 
of a number of factors including, the 
significant decrease in the number of first 
time candidates from distance learning 
universities, which are offset by a slight 
increase in first-time candidates from full-
time residential universities.

The highlights of this year’s results are 
the continued successes achieved by 
African first-time candidates. While the 
total number of candidates who wrote the 
2010 QE I examination has decreased by 
approximately 10%, the number of passes 
of African first-time candidates remained 
similar to that of the prior year with 258 
passes in 2009 compared to 242 African 
candidates who passed in 2010.  African 
passes now make up 20% of the overall 
number of passes, a number up from last 
year’s’ 17%. This can be ascribed to SAICA’s 
transformation initiatives including the 
Thuthuka Bursary Fund programme.  

Only 140 Black repeat candidates passed 
the QE I in 2010, 60% of whom participated 
in the Thuthuka repeat programme, which 
has resulted in a higher number of Black 
repeat candidates passing than if they had 
no support at all. 

SAICA understands the importance of ensuring 
that these repeat candidates pass QE I.  In 
this regard SAICA has put certain initiatives 

Pass rate of prospective chartered accountants 
impacted by changing tertiary landscape

Matsobane Matlwa, SAICA Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO), while congratulating the 
successful candidates emphasised that 
SAICA constantly monitors the first class 
standards of the qualification process. “The 
CA(SA) is an internationally recognised 
qualification and remains so because of 
the high quality and skills of CAs(SA) that 
qualify through the meticulous process. The 
challenge facing us as SAICA is to produce 
competent CAs(SA) without comprising 
standards.”

Statistics

OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS

                                         2010 2009

 FAIL PASS TOTAL %PASS FAIL PASS TOTAL %PASS

First time 
candidates

450 1239 1689 73% 403 1536 1939 79%

Repeat 
candidates

979 253 1232 21% 998 436 1434 30%

All 
candidates

1429 1492 2921 51% 1401 1972 3373 58%

BY RACE AND BY GENDER (ALL CANDIDATES)

MALE FEMALE

Race TOTAL % PASS PASS TOTAL % PASS

African 312 47% 175 387 45%

Coloured 67 51% 54 114 47%

Indian 289 43% 125 301 42%

White 782 59% 375 669 56%

Grand Total 1450 53% 729 1471 50%
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Pass rate of prospective chartered accountants 
impacted by changing tertiary landscape

PLACE NAME SURNAME UNIVERSITY  FIRM
1 (joint) Chantelle Coetzer University of Pretoria KPMG 
1 (joint) Melissa Manley University of Pretoria PricewaterhouseCoopers
1 (joint) Megan Marinus University of Pretoria PricewaterhouseCoopers
4 Darren Craig Roy University of Cape Town Ernst & Young
5 Kyle Dane Ewen University of Stellenbosch Deloitte
6 Lori Hayley Berelowitz University of Cape Town KPMG
7 Harry Apostoleris University of the Witwatersrand Investec Bank Ltd
8 Kimm Lorraine Roux University of Johannesburg Deloitte
9 Kevin Brian Amoils University of the Witwatersrand Deloitte
10 Manuel Jose Pereira Rodrigues University of Johannesburg KPMG

Objective
The primary objective of Part I of the QE, 
namely to test the integrated application of 
cognitive knowledge, candidates are tested 
on their ability to –
• apply the knowledge specified in the subject 

areas set out in the prescribed syllabus;
• identify, define and rank problems and 

issues;
• analyse information;
• address problems in an integrative manner;
• exercise professional judgement;
evaluate alternatives and propose practical 

solutions that respond to the users’ 
needs; and

• communicate clearly and effectively.

Overall comments on the paper
Overall comments received from universities 
indicated that the papers were of an 
appropriate standard for Part I of the QE. 
Questions were answered poorly by most 
candidates, as a result of a lack of basic 
knowledge and examination technique.

• The accounting questions were of 
a good standard as can be expected 
for QE I. The accounting questions 
were adequately integrated between 
accounting topics and also incorporated 
knowledge relating to taxation and 
management accounting. The questions 
required candidates to have a good 

the top ten:

knowledge of and solid foundation 
regarding the basic principles underlying 
the topics. Topics examined were relevant 
and of importance both in practice as well 
as in the academic syllabus. 

• The tax questions were of an appropriate 
to high standard with most of the 
candidates passing the tax question in Paper 
1 as the overall question comprehensively 
covered a number of general taxation 
issues in the academic syllabus. Despite 
this, candidates did not score as well as 
expected and markers continue to comment 
on the lack of candidate’s basic and current 
tax knowledge.

• The management accounting and 
financial management questions were 
adequately integrated with financial 
accounting topics. The standard of the 
questions was considered appropriate. 
Presentation in general was poor, 
both in commentary and calculations. 
Candidates did not structure their 
solutions in a coherent manner that 
showed their logical thought path. Linking 
of theory points to the scenario was 
poorly performed and discussion of the 
questions in the context of the current 
economic climate was poorly handled by 
most candidates.

• The audit question was challenging but 
of an appropriate standard. The question 
tested a wide variety of auditing and 
governance aspects of the syllabus in a 
practical manner. The question addressed 
the important phases of the audit 
process i.e. planning, internal controls, 
substantive procedures and reporting. The 
question was reasonably well answered 
by the candidates who attempted it and 
applied themselves to the information 
of the question and the requirements 
thereof. The section on ethics, corporate 
governance and the Companies Act 
was well answered. Candidates battled 
to identify key controls, or failed to 
provide proper explanations why such 
controls would reduce the risk of material 
misstatement. The section dealing with 
the impact of the penalty on the audit 
report was poorly answered. 

In conclusion, a message to those who 
were unfortunately not successful in the 
examination: 

Please start preparing for next years’ 
examination in good time. Don’t give up 
- sufficient preparation and a review of the 
basics will stand you in good stead for next 
year’s exam!

Best of luck!!

Additional QE I statistics can be found on the SAICA website at www.saica.co.za.

General comments on QE PART I
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A decade of Fasset at the forefront of skills development has 

achieved the following:

• 23 learnerships 

• 15 862 learners completing learnerships 

•  A 100% placement rate for learners completing learnerships

•  Over R290 million in funding for Development Projects 

•  Over 80% placement rates on completion of Work Readiness 

Programmes

•  Meeting of all NSDS targets (85% black, 54% women and 4% 

people with disabilities) 

•  55 978 delegates attending Fasset lifelong learning interventions

Just some of the ways in which Fasset has helped
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  “We can’t run our practice without CaseWare”

  “Probe Audit, the methodology used in CaseWare Working Papers transforms audit clerks 
into thinkers, rather than form-fillers. As a result, audits are quicker and more effective”

  “The bank said it was the most professional set of financial statements they have ever seen”

“Without CaseWare I would need to employ twice as many staff”
      “CaseWare ensures that we comply with IFRS”
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Position: Trainee accountant at Pricewaterhousecoopers
Why did you decide to follow the CA(SA) route?
I decided to follow the CA(SA) route as the qualification offers many diverse opportunities 
in the business world both in South Africa and internationally. It is also a challenging career 
path that is constantly changing and developing.
What are your expectations of your future and of eventually qualifying as a CA(SA)?
I am currently still in the early stages of my articles and therefore have not made any specific 
decisions regarding the future after qualifying. I am just focused on completing my training 
contract and qualifying as a CA(SA).
How did your company assist you during this period?
Pricewaterhousecoopers was very supportive during my studies. I was one of their bursary 
students so I was assisted financially to complete my studies, I was also give sufficient study 
leave to prepare for the QE.
Being one of the top 5 students means …
It is really an honour to be amongst the top 5 students. I am immensely happy and proud of 
the achievement.
Your general views on the standard of the CA(SA) route as set by SAICA
The CA(SA) route is really of an extremely high standard, it is definitely one of the most 
challenging qualifications that is why it is so well respected both locally and internationally. 
The route is very well structured and it provides students with a very good academic 
grounding with which they can enter the workplace. 

Top Ten Candidate Profiles

Melissa Manley, 23 (Joint No: 1)



Flying high

The winds are blowing fair at PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Our candidates really took off this year in the SAICA Qualifying Examination (QE). candidates shared 
first place in the national rankings and  out of the  honours candidates are from PwC. Our pass rate 
of  exceeded the overall SAICA pass rate of .

successful candidates are ACI. 

We’re proud of you and hope that you break all existing records 
with the Public Practice Examination (PPE) later this year.    

Visit us at www.pwc.com/za/careers
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Congratulations to our high flyers. 

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. All rights reserved. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International 
Limited, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc is an authorised financial services provider.  (10-07538)

The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) sets standards through the Qualifying Examination (QE). 
The exam is written after the completion of the Certificate in the Theory of Accounting (CTA) to assess core competence. 
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Darren Roy, 23 (No: 4)

Position: First year trainee at : Ernst & Young
Why did you decide to follow the CA(SA) route? 
I’ve always had an interest in business and finance, and always 
looked out for entrepreneurial opportunities. I chose to study toward 
a CA(SA) qualification knowing this will give me a good platform to 
enter the business world in the future, with well rounded business 
knowledge as well as practical training. 
What are your expectations of your future and of eventually 
qualifying as a CA(SA)? 
The road to becoming a qualified CA(SA) is definitely a long and 
challenging one. I expect that the high standard of the CA(SA) 
qualification will give me a great advantage in my career. I currently 
have various interests including Tax, Corporate Finance, and 
Investment Banking, and have not decided which route I will take 
after qualifying as a CA(SA). However, I am sure that the experience 
afforded to me in the next few years of my articles will expose me to 
various areas of business and assist me in this decision. 
How did your company assist you during this period? 
Ernst & Young have been extremely supportive of me over the past 
few years. I signed up with the firm in my matric year, and was 
fortunate to receive a bursary to fund my studies at the University 
of Cape Town. Ernst & Young have always been available to provide 
academic support, as well as answers to any queries I raised 
regarding the CA(SA) route. 
Being one of the top 5 student means … 
This has been great recognition for all the hard work I have put in 
over my school and university career. It is a privilege to attain such a 
high honour. It is satisfying to see the hard work paying off, and has 
motivated me going forward. 
Your general views on the standard of the CA(SA) route as set 
by SAICA 
The CA(SA) qualification is highly regarded throughout the world, 
and rightly so. It is highly challenging route and SAICA has done well 
to maintain this high standard over years. 



Do you want to migrate to Australia?
Talk to a fellow Chartered Accountant (registered in

South Africa and Australia) who is also a Registered Migration Agent

Why use Migrate2oz?
• We are registered with the Migration Agents Registration 

Authority which affords you protection and peace of 
mind as we comply with the MARA code of conduct and 
possess the necessary immigration law qualifi cations

• Our team is undoubtedly the most experienced 
and qualifi ed in South Africa, including Chartered 
Accountants who have gone through the migration 
process themselves

• We are permanently based in South Africa, which 
offers you the advantage of being close to your agent 
throughout the application process. We also have an 
offi ce in Sydney

• As you do, we pride ourselves in maintaining the highest 

standards of integrity, offering honest professional advice

Our services

• All visa categories including Skilled, Business, Employer 

sponsored, Family and Partner visas

• Settlement advice

• Advice on how to convert your CA(SA)

• Related fi nancial advice

To begin your journey Downunder visit
our website and complete our online
assessment form
www.migrate2oz.co.za or email your CV to
info@migrate2oz.co.za
Tel: 0861 46 86 69 | 0861 GO TO OZ
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Kyle Ewen, 22 No: 5)

Position: Trainee at Deloitte
Why did you decide to follow the CA(SA) 
route?
The expertise required to become a 
CA(SA) and the skills learnt along the path 
to becoming a CA(SA) are those that can 
develop an individual into a top business 
person. I have always had an interest in 
business and commerce and I believe that 
becoming a CA(SA) was congruent to my 
talents and my future career aspirations. 
Doing the CA(SA) route also exposes me 
to various types of businesses which will 
assist in developing a greater business 
knowledge, especially in commerce given 
that I am in the Financial Services division 
of Deloitte. I hope that achieving my CA(SA) 
qualification will give me the knowledge, 
experience and expertise needed to 
succeed in my future career aspirations.

What are your expectations of your future 
and of eventually qualifying as a CA(SA)? 
I have high expectations for myself for 
my future - starting with achieving a top 
ten position for QE2, and then moving 
onto achieving well in business. I have no 
specific goals as yet, other than achieving 
well. Success for me will be defined by a 
good and well paid job using my knowledge 
as a CA(SA), and a good family life.
How did your company assist you during 
this period?
Deloitte was very helpful in assisting me 
preparing for QE1. Deloitte registered me 
and paid for my Board Course and QE1 
exam. This took a lot of pressure off me and 
allowed me to focus on my studies. Deloitte 
was also very helpful in assisting me move 
from my hometown of Somerset West to 
Johannesburg where I am now working.



To apply: 
cacoordinators@barloworld.com 
(Closing date: 31 August 2010)

For more information: 
www.barloworld.com

Congratulations to our 
QE1 2010 candidates

Well done! You 
have made us 
proud!
We invite you to be part of 
this winning team by joining 
Barloworld’s CA(SA) 2010 
programme.
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Our client, a national market leader in the road transport 
industry, has the following challenging career opportunity in 
their financial  department/management team available to a 
dynamic, well organized person: 

Applications of energetic people with CA(SA) preceded 
by BCOMM Honors with minimum 5 years commercial 
experience of financial management are awaited. 

Further requirements are above average computer proficiency 
in ACCPAC, good operational experience with preference 
in the transport industry, above average communication 
and interpersonal skills and a broad knowledge of financial 
management systems, structures and policies. 

The successful person will be responsible for the preparation 
and management of budgets, preparation and negotiation 
of commercial contracts, projections, financial and 
administrative management as well as the implementation of 
new systems and maintenance of control systems. 

A competitive remuneration package, linked to qualifications 
and experiences are offered.

All applications will be strictly confidential. Send CV, 
quoting CA(SA), to  reach us no later than 20 July 2010 to: 
toppositions@yahoo.com or fax: 086 675 2116. 

If you have not been contacted within four (4) weeks after 
the closing date, please accept that your application was 
unsuccessful. 

CHARTER ACCOUNTANT CA(SA)
JOHANNESBURG

Being one of the top 5 student means … 
that hard work pays dividend. I approached this exam knowing 
that I could come in the top 10 due to the fact that I have put in 
the time and effort required in my degree and honours. But I also 
understand that coming fifth is not the final chapter of my CA(SA) 
journey and that there is still a lot needed to be done by me. I will 
continue to push myself to achieve excellence and hope that my 
future endeavours are as successful as those in the past have been. 
I hope that coming fifth does not define me, but is a catalyst for me 
to achieve more greatness in the future. Coming fifth though, is still 
one of the proudest moments of my life as it is something I had my 
sights set on for quite a long time.
Your general views on the standard of the CA(SA) route as set 
by SAICA
I believe the current standard is perfect - It is not so unreasonable 
that only a few can reach it, but it is still a challenge and requires 
effort to achieve. It is a standard that rewards effort and hard work. 
The CA(SA) designation is viewed as a sign of distinction not only 
in the field of audit, but in business and commerce in general. It is 
thus imperative that SAICA maintains a standard that will keep the 
integrity of the CA(SA) designation intact.



The Crescent, North Building, 3 Eglin Road 
Sunninghill, Gauteng, 2157

Tel: 011 234 0600 / 012 361 3475 
012 665 4401 / 012 665 4401

WWW.NETWORKFINANCE.CO.ZA

SNR CORPORATE TAX CONSULTANT
R300-250K pa

         GP

Reputable consulting firm has a challenging 
opportunity for an energetic individual 
with completed BCom Accounting, 
and minimum two years corporate tax 
experience from an audit environment. 
Tax qualification advantageous. 
Contact: Mia Steenkamp
T: 011 234 0600
msteenkamp@networkfinance.co.za

 SENIOR IT AUDITOR SPECIALIST  
R450-400K pa

GP

Leading financial concern is looking 
for an IT Audit specialist to join their 
dynamic team.  The successful candidate 
will gain exposure to advanced 
systems and be privy to international 
secondments.
Contact: Mel Laubscher
T: 012 348 4940
mlaubscher@networkfinance.co.za

GM: MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
R1.5-1m pa 

GP

Listed entity is seeking a Chartered 
Accountant at group level to join          
their performance-driven environment.  
Successful candidate’s responsibilities 
will include management accounting, 
valuations and revenue assurance.  
Contact: Michelle Snyman
T: 012 361 3475
msnyman@networkfinance.co.za

PRODUCTION ACCOUNTANT 

R480-450K pa
GP

Reputable, listed manufacturing concern 
seeks competent individual to take charge 
of the financial accounting and management 
accounting of the division. Minimum BCom 
(Hons)/CTA with 4-5 years experience 
(including articles) required to qualify.
Contact: Jo-Anne Cunningham
T:  012 348 4940                                        
jcunningham@networkfinance.co.za

BUSINESS MANAGER
R480-320K pa

GP

A leader in the financial services 
industry seeks a resilient BM to 
acquire new customers. Candidate 
must have established networks and 
strong financial acumen.  BCom (Acc). 
2-4 years experience.                    
Contact: Ferina Pema
T: 012 665 4401
fpema@networkfinance.co.za

DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS, DELIVERING RESULTS   l SPECIALISTS IN FINANCIAL RECRUITMENT

FINANCIAL MANAGER AA
R1m-900K pa
A century-old mining company is seeking 
a well-seasoned financial professional with 
strong operational ability. Management 
experience. Completed BCom (Hons) 
degree, articles, 10 years mining 
experience.
Contact: Juandra Boshoff
T: 012 361 3475
jboshoff@networkfinance.co.za

 MPUMALANGA

Apply for CA and Financial Jobs Online

www.cajunction.co.za

SAICA presents CAJunction in 
association with CareerJunction

Create an online Resume

Search for Financial jobs online

Set up job alerts

Track your job applications online

Read up on career advice

We require someone that will:
• Be responsible for financial analyses in the finance department 

or responsible for a division providing financial accounting 
services for head office and/or group companies. 

• Apply principles of accounting to analyse financial information 
and prepare financial reports.

• Compile and analyse financial information to prepare entries 
to accounts, such as general ledger accounts, documenting 
business transactions. 

• Analyse financial information detailing assets, liabilities and 
capital. 

• Prepare balance sheets, profit and loss statements and other 
reports to summarize and interpret current and projected 
company financial position for other managers. 

• Audit contracts, orders and vouchers and prepare reports to 
substantiate individual transactions prior to settlement. 

• Install, modify, document and coordinate implementation of 
accounting systems and accounting control procedures. Make 
recommendations regarding the accounting of reserves, assets 
and expenditures.

Remuneration: Market Related Cost to Company
Location: Cape Town (South Africa)

Email CV, ID, & Academic Transcripts to recruitment@oasiscrescent.com

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
CA  5 - 8 Years of Financial Services Industry experience

Explore your learning and growth potential at OASIS

Collective Investment Schemes
 Retirement Funds
Institutional Funds

 Global Funds
Endowment Policies

Pension Annuit ies



Closing Date for Advertisements: Please note that all adverts should be submitted to 
this office in writing two months prior to publication date. 
Important Information: A telephone number, contact name and postal address must 
be included with any advert submitted and in the event that payment is not made 
before the closing date the advert will not be published. 
Legislation requires your VAT Registration number for invoicing purposes. 
For Classified Advertisement information: Contact Angel lelosa Tel: 011 621-6696. 
All advertisements to be submitted to: Accountancy SA, PO Box 59875, kengray, 
2100, fax 011 621-6807 or Email: classifieds@saica.co.za

applications from small/medium practitioners 
wishing to dispose of their practice or block 
of fees. Call Manfred 083 251 4070 or e-mail 
manfred@profitplan.co.za. 

PARTNERSHIP
FinFive Inc with Offices in Pretoria, 
Johannesburg and Cape Town wishes to 
offer a partnership to a suitable qualified 
Chartered Accountant that wishes to 
expand his existing/start-up practice. 
Established client portfolio would be an 
added advantage but by no means essential 
reply to info@finfive.com. Please visit  
www.finfive.com for more details.

AUDIT/TAX/BOOKKEEPING PRACTICE 
FOR SALE
A well established (10 years) Practice on 
the West Rand, includes the building, all 
fixtures & furniture. Annual turnover of  
R 1 400 000-00. Asking R 2 650 000-00, 
e-mail: rent-a-ca@worldonline.co.za.

SERVICES

AUDIT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES
CA(SA) with extensive audit and senior 
management experience in both private 
and public sector available for contract 
assignments. Contact Sumayya on 
0834617665 or smakda27@gmail.com.

DECEASED ESTATES/WILLS/TRUSTS
Phillip Coetzee is an attorney specializing 
in the administration of deceased estates, 
the drafting of wills and trusts, I offer the 
services of attending to the estate work of 
auditors and accountants, subject to arranged 
allowance. Will travel to attend to the initial 
intake of the estate. Call 012 809 4489 or 
e-mail flip@tci.co.za. Cell 083 379 6855.

IT MATES SOFTWARE
AuditMate - Prepare audit and review 
working papers with new ISA Templates 
and Excel based annual financial statements 
including IFRS for SME’s. ClientMate - 
Our new CRM software brings all Client 
information to your desktop. Features 
include letter printing, e-mails and SMS 
communications as well as Time recording, 
invoicing and Pastel integration. For 
intuitive, user friendly software with 
powerful automation and support that 
exceeds all expectations. Tel: 033 266 6859  
www.itmates.co.za.

011 269 8700
www.accountantsoncall.co.za

PROFIT 

WITH THE

PROFESSIONALS

SNR INTERNAL AUDIT MNGR

R1 MIL - R850K
CA(SA)/CIA - Services - Pretoria 

marichen.viviers@a-o-c.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R800K - R600K 
CA(SA) - Construction - Midrand 

nick.els@accountantsoncall.co.za

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

R650K - R620K 
CA(SA) - FMCG - North

rachel.joffe@accountantsoncall.co.za

GRP FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R600K - R550K 
BCom - Financial Services - Jhb CBD

kim.sarakis@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R600K - R540K
BCom(Hons) - Finance - North 

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

CREDIT MANAGER

R450K - R400K
Credit/B-Tech Mgmt - Finance - Jhb 

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

AUDIT MANAGER (AA)

R Neg
CA(SA) - Audit fi rm - Bloemfontein 

annerle.barnard@accountantsoncall.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED CA(SA)

R420K - R400K
CA(SA) - Finance - Isando 

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

CA(SA)

R400K - R380K
CA(SA) - Finance - Sandton 

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

ClASSIfIEdS

APPOINTMENTS

DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new 
trainees as well as qualified staff. Excellent 
training and prospects exist. Please email 
one page CV to david@dkalmin.co.za.

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS
Dynamic, Northcliff based firm of Chartered 
Accountants and Auditors has vacancies for 
1st year or entry level trainee accountants 
with Caseware experience. Please forward 
CV to the staff Partner at johanc@arcinc.co.za 
or 086 630 9321.

AUDIT SENIOR – ROSEBANK GAUTENG
Completed articles, would suit an individual 
with small firm exposure. Own transport. 
Must be studying towards B Compt (Hons). 
Send one page abridged CV to  
kevinj@kpagroup.co.za.

TRAINEES-EAST/SOUTH RAND
Well established small size audit/accounting 
firm seeks Trainees preferably with some 
academic background towards a recognised 
degree. We have a widespread range of 
clients and a well rounded experience is 
provided. We are also a registered SAIPA 
training office. Remuneration is negotiable. 
E-mail to karenr@dkraudit.co.za.

PARTNERSHIPS & PRACTICES

ACQUIRING 
Well established successful CA firm wishes 
to acquire accounting and auditing firms 
(Gauteng, Cape Town and Durban. If you are 
interested in selling, call Marius at  
082 887 3496. 

BEE Partner
Old established five partner firm in Edenvale 
wishes to offer partnership to a suitably 
qualified Chartered Accountant. Established 
client portfolio would be an added 
advantage but by no means essential. Reply 
to richardj@tuffsan.co.za. 

MERGING 
Interested in merging with a well 
established successful accounting and 
auditing firm in Gauteng, Cape Town and 
Durban. Let’s talk about the possibility and 
opportunities. Call Marius at 082 887 3496.

PURCHASE A PRACTICE
Practitioner in Melville, Johannesburg invites 

asa  I  july 2010
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  BUSINESS & PROCESS COSTING ANALYST
  R500 000 - R400 000 CTC, JHB CBD

Successful, large institution requires an experienced business analyst who will 
be responsible for the mapping and costing of key business processes across 
several business units. BCom, activity based/process costing essential. 
liz@wexford.co.za

  PROJECT ACCOUNTING MANAGER
  R700 000 - R600 000 CTC, JHB North

Listed group seeks ambitious CA (SA) to work closely with the Financial Director. 
You will be responsible for all financial aspects of projects including project 
fea-sibility, financial modelling, local and interim tax, audits, stat returns and 
compliance. CA (SA) + minimum 2yrs experience in a project management environ-
ment essential. permanent@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL MANAGER
  R650 000 - R550 000 CTC, Edenvale

Medium sized, well established manufacturing company requires articulate, 
astute Financial Manager with a strong costing background and “no nonsense” 
approach to manage full financial function and staff. Report to Group Financial 
Manager. Your strategic input and business acumen secures. BCom, financial 
management and costing experience and above average Syspro knowledge 
essential. English/Afrikaans strong recommendation. janet@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL MANAGER
  R700 000 - R600 000 CTC, Edenvale

Large travel group requires outgoing, energetic CA (SA) to join this proactive team. 
This position is strategic and needs both your technical and management skills. 
Growth is guaranteed in this expanding environment. CA (SA) + 2-3yrs essential.
janet@wexford.co.za

Tel: +27 11 785 4930    Fax: +27 11 785 4939   www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

  TAX & TREASURY ACCOUNTANT
  + R600 000 CTC, Midrand

Well established national group seeks meticulous individual with +4 years direct/ 
indirect tax and treasury experience to join their young, dynamic finance team. 
Experience in a manufacturing/ mining/ construction concern will be an added ad-
vantage, CA (SA)/BSc Financial Mathematics/ BCom (Hons) tanya@wexford.co.za

  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT
  R650 000 - R500 000 CTC, Centurion

Exciting finance position in the heart of Centurion. Group seeks experienced 
management accountant with manufacturing/mining/construction experience. 
Extremely meticulous individual needed to fill this newly created position where 
responsibilities would include management reporting, budgeting, forecasting, 
analysis of cost & variances and much, much more. tanya@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL MANAGER
  R420 000 CTC, Centurion

South African company is offering an excellent opportunity for career growth. 
Candidates with 10 years industry experience will be considered for managing 
the investment subsidiary. This company has other subsidiaries so potential for 
growth is unlimited. Applicants must have a BCom degree. recruit@wexford.co.za

  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT
  R550 000 - R500 000 CTC, Gauteng North

Financial company seeking a management accountant to lead a stable ac-
counting team. CA (SA) with 2 years post experience within an operational 
environment to do full function. recruit@wexford.co.za
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SENIOR FINANCE MANAGER
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GROUP COMMERCIAL MANAGER
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FINANCIAL MANAGER
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Frontline is a specialist financial recruitment company
THIS MONTH’S TOP FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Carmen Viljoen
Consultant, C.T.

Paul Jacka
Managing Director, JHB

Karen Oosthuyse
Senior Consultant, JHB

Lerato Makhetha
Consultant, JHB

Judy Markwell 
Manager, C.T.

Michele Deeks
Senior Consultant, JHB

Graham Burnside
CEO, JHB

Parc Nicol Office Park, 3001 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston, tel: (011) 706-9222
Rozenhof Office Court, 20 Kloof Street Gardens, Cape Town, tel: (021) 424-3042

281 Florida Road, Florida Mansions, Morningside, tel: (031) 313-3308
Website: www.frontlinesolutions.co.za

a division of

Camilla Barlow
Senior Consultant, JHB

Dina du Toit
Consultant, DBN

Nicky Rutherfoord
Consultant, DBN

Ian Shortreed CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, JHB

Lynda Bradley
Consultant, JHB

Nathenia Watson
Consultant, JHB

Taneill Blankfield-Smith
Senior Consultant, JHB

Helen Nikiforakis
Senior Consultant, C.T.

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR - DBN
R1 million
Successful candidate must be in possession of a CA
(SA) coupled with a min of 5 years commercial experi-
ence. Candidate must demonstrate sound analytical and
technical skills as well as an excellent understanding of
IFRS requirements and its application. Client is looking
for someone with strong business and technical acumen
and who also displays excellent leadership skills. Duties
include, preparation of budgets and financial state-
ments, tax compliance, proactive involvement in all
project work, management of treasury function and all
other duties assigned by the MD. 
Contact dina@frontlinesolutions.co.za 

PROJECT ACCOUNTANT - DBN
R700 000
Seeking a confident CA (SA) with project accounting
background i.e. revenue recognition, cost accruals and
contract accounting experience. Will be required to
proactively implement and drive process changes and
improvements. Willingness to be hands-on as required
and have an excellent work ethic. A minimum of 3
years commercial experience in the service industry is
essential.  
Contact nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za 

SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER
- JHB
R600 000 - R700 000
CA (SA) or BSc Eng with MBA or other similar qualifi-
cation with 4 yrs min exp. Primary responsibility is to
provide a timeous and consistent value-added service
to operations SBUs, EXCO/Board and other pertinent
stakeholders. Main areas include mergers and acquisi-
tions, advisory, project development, structuring and,
from time to time, assisting fellow SBUs. Business acu-
men, financial skills, problem analysis/problem solving,
good communication/presentation skills, negotiation
skills, ability to establish and maintain good relation-
ships with clients, ability to function individually and in
a team and perform under pressure are essential.
Contact lerato@frontlinesolutions.co.za

TAX SPECIALISTS - JHB
CTC HIGHLY NEGOTIABLE 
Various opportunities exist for individuals with solid
tax experience within various disciplines. Whether your
exposure encompasses that of tax consulting for one of
the advisory firms or that of Tax Manager within
industry, we have well established, international clients
seeking your skills. 
Contact taneill@frontlinesolutions.co.za

PORTFOLIO MANAGER - JHB
R HIGHLY NEGOTIABLE
Join prestigious Asset Management Firm - an opportu-
nity exists for an Investment / Portfolio Manager to
join the SA team. This individual will have a passion for
investments and the ability to build and sustain client
relationships within an environment that allows for
individual flexibility coupled with sound infrastructure.
The target is that of the private client market encom-
passing a full investment portfolio. Ideally the person
will be able to come on board with an existing client
portfolio.  
Contact taneill@frontlinesolutions.co.za

CA (SA) WITH POST ARTICLES
EXPERIENCE - JHB
Financial Services
Career opportunities exist for dynamic, focused indi-
viduals with post articles experience, preferably within
Financial Services audits. Should you have the inten-
tion to explore the market, we would be happy to assist
and discuss alternate career opportunities.
Contact taneill@frontlinesolutions.co.za

TAX ACCOUNTANT (AA) -
STELLENBOSCH 
R550 000 neg
Exceptional opportunity for a young CA (SA) looking to
fast track their career in a tax environment. You will
have at least 1 year post article experience and be
studying towards a post graduate qualification (Dip
Tax/Masters in Tax).
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

NATIONAL CREDIT
MANAGER - CT
Negotiable package
Listed group seeks to appoint a highly experienced
senior candidate with a wealth of experience to lead a
team of Credit Managers at national level. Develop and
drive the credit management vision and strategy and
align the policies, processes and procedures group-
wide. Work closely with the CEO in order to maximise
business efficiencies.
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

COUNTRY MANAGER - CT
Negotiable 
This is one of those rare opportunities to join a small
team of professionals, working on a winning brand. We
are looking for a very special individual, CA (SA) with
5 to 7 years post article experience, a commercially
minded marketer with “savvy”. You will have a broad
range of interests, the ability to recognize opportuni-
ties and the inspiration to drive them forward.  
If you would like to take this further, please
forward your CV to helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED /
SOON TO QUALIFY CA'S
If you are seriously considering a career move out of
the auditing profession into a commercial/business
environment within 2010/2011, come and talk to us
about the various options open to you. We can assist
you in finding a suitable position in line with your
personal vision and objectives, including a competitive
package starting at around R450k, exclusive of perfor-
mance based incentives. Don't delay. Act now and let
us facilitate your career path development into the
future Contact:
ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Johannesburg)
nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Durban)
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Cape Town)

Jim Wilson CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, JHB
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All CVs to be sent to you@antonapps.com quoting reference 

Opportunities in Africa 

Opportunities in South Africa 

Finance Manager: 
Financial Services
R650k – R750k
Ref: KH001

Management Accountant: 
Insurance 
R500k – R550k
Ref: KH002

Product Control: 
Banking 
R450k – R550k
Ref: RB004

Project Accountant: 
Automotive  
R400k – R450k  
Ref: KH004

Mngr – External Financial 
Reporting: Banking 
R400k – R550k 
Ref: BB001

Credit Risk Manager: 
Banking 
R900k – R1.2m
Ref: RB003

Finance Director: 
Manufacturing 
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: SR005

Corporate Manager – JSE 
Sponsor: Banking 
R800k – R950k
Ref: RB001

Director: 
Investment Banking  
R neg 
Ref: JB005

Group Financial Manager: 
Manufacturing
R700k – R1m
Ref: SR004

Group Reporting:
Financial Services
R400k – R650k
Ref: SR001

Group Accountant: 
Financial Services
R400k – R650k
Ref: SR002

Finance Manager:
Banking
R600k – R800k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT006

10 Swaziland2

8 Johannesburg

Finance Controller: 
Agriculture
US$100k – $110k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT005

Malawi1 9

Senior Finance Manager: 
Banking  
R600k – R650k   
Ref: KH003

Corporate Finance 
Manager: 
Financial Services
R950k – R1.2m  
Ref: RB005

Manager – MIS:
Banking 
R580k – R700k
Ref: RB002

International  SpecialistsRecruitment

RHODESEXTREME

SA’s H
IGHEST M
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STAGE RACE

2678
m

International  SpecialistsRecruitment

Financial Accountant – 
Reporting: Banking 
R450k – R500k
Ref: BB002

Manager – Consolidated 
Returns: Banking 
R600k – R800k
Ref: BB003

CRM Manager: 
Banking   
R500k – R750k  
Ref: JB002

Business Manager: 
Banking   
R450k – R600k 
Ref: JB003

Private Equity: 
Banking  
R500k – R600k   
Ref: JB001

Regulatory Advisorory: 
Banking   
R450k – R600k  
Ref: JB004

Corporate Finance:
Banking
US$100k – $140k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT010

4 Namibia1 DRC6

Corporate Finance (French 
Speaking): Banking
US$120k – $150k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT009

CA mountain bikers: 
20 sponsored places for the Rhodes Extreme  

antonapps are the proud sponsor and organizer of the Rhodes Extreme – a multiday high-altitude MTB stage race based out of Rhodes Village in 
the Drakensberg Highlands. This unique three-stage event takes place in breathtaking surrounds, and is the perfect getaway for ardent 
mountain bikers. 2010 sees the addition of the Rhodes Relax, a mellow format with various activities tailored to provide partners and families 
with a chilled weekend experience. 

Anton Apps, an avid mountain biker and CA says: “The Rhodes Extreme fits with the firm's 'lifestyle and adventure' focus and the Rhodes Relax builds on our 
solid family values. The entire team of antonapps consultants will be there for the event so this is a truly open invitation to come and enjoy it with us.”

20 sponsored entries have been reserved exclusively for CAs (or trainees) booking through antonapps. On a first-come-fist served basis. The entry covers the 
R400 race fee  – you will have to pay for your accommodation and package meals. www.rhodesextreme.co.za. Reserve your entry for a team of two or three 
by emailing your names to chantelle@antonapps.com or call 0861 788 7880. Corporate team entries (5+ riders) or potential sponsors should contact 
antonapps@antonapps.com.

Opportunities in Africa 

1

127 13

Product Controller: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF012

4 Kenya

Product Controller:
 Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF016

2 Botswana

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF011

ZambiaTanzania3

Product Controller: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF015

Head of Capital:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF014

Floating CFO:
Banking
R1.2m – R2m
Ref: CF030

Pan-African

Finance Manager:
Banking
R600k – R800k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT007

Lesotho

Head of Corporate 
Finance: Banking
US$110k – $130k
(+ expat) Ref: AT002

Nigeria

Product Controller):
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF014

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF013

Angola6

Margin Analyst:
Banking
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF010

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF018

Head of Capital: 
Banking 
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF006

Data Analyst – Financial 
Modelling: Banking 
R450k – R650k
Ref: CF004

Finance Manager: 
Investment Banking
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF003

Manager – Systems 
Re-engineering: Finance
R500k – R650k
Ref: CF001

Product Controller: 
Banking 
R450k – R650k
Ref: CF002

8 Johannesburg

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking 
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF005

Opportunities in South Africa 

Earn Dollars in Africa 
5

Corp Finance (Portuguese 
speaking): Banking
US$100k – $130k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT001

MozambiqueBotswana

Corporate Finance: 
Recently Qualified
R550k – R700k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT003

11

Market Risk Manager:
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF019

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF020

Market Risk Manager: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF021

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF022

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF013

Nigeria7

Market Risk Manager 
(SBG): Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF009

Market Risk Manager: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF025

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF026

Market Risk Manager: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF023

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF024

Ghana14

4

5

2

3

9

1

8

7

6

10

11

12

13

14
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Heritage Day long weekend 24 and 25 September

Operational Risk 
Consultant:
Financial Services
R450k – R700k
Ref: SR003

Finance Manager: 
Agriculture
US$110k – $180k
(+ expat) Ref: AT005

Finance Manager:
Banking
US$85k – $100k
(+ expat) Ref: AT008

4 Namibia12
Project Manager: Finance  
R500k – R750k
Ref: CF028

Business Analyst – 
Finance: Banking
R500k – R750k
Ref: CF027

CFO: Africa  
R900k – R1.5m
Ref: CF029
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Finance Manager: 
Financial Services
R650k – R750k
Ref: KH001

Management Accountant: 
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R500k – R550k
Ref: KH002

Product Control: 
Banking 
R450k – R550k
Ref: RB004

Project Accountant: 
Automotive  
R400k – R450k  
Ref: KH004

Mngr – External Financial 
Reporting: Banking 
R400k – R550k 
Ref: BB001

Credit Risk Manager: 
Banking 
R900k – R1.2m
Ref: RB003

Finance Director: 
Manufacturing 
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: SR005

Corporate Manager – JSE 
Sponsor: Banking 
R800k – R950k
Ref: RB001

Director: 
Investment Banking  
R neg 
Ref: JB005

Group Financial Manager: 
Manufacturing
R700k – R1m
Ref: SR004

Group Reporting:
Financial Services
R400k – R650k
Ref: SR001

Group Accountant: 
Financial Services
R400k – R650k
Ref: SR002

Finance Manager:
Banking
R600k – R800k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT006

10 Swaziland2

8 Johannesburg

Finance Controller: 
Agriculture
US$100k – $110k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT005

Malawi1 9

Senior Finance Manager: 
Banking  
R600k – R650k   
Ref: KH003

Corporate Finance 
Manager: 
Financial Services
R950k – R1.2m  
Ref: RB005

Manager – MIS:
Banking 
R580k – R700k
Ref: RB002
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International  SpecialistsRecruitment

Financial Accountant – 
Reporting: Banking 
R450k – R500k
Ref: BB002

Manager – Consolidated 
Returns: Banking 
R600k – R800k
Ref: BB003

CRM Manager: 
Banking   
R500k – R750k  
Ref: JB002

Business Manager: 
Banking   
R450k – R600k 
Ref: JB003

Private Equity: 
Banking  
R500k – R600k   
Ref: JB001

Regulatory Advisorory: 
Banking   
R450k – R600k  
Ref: JB004

Corporate Finance:
Banking
US$100k – $140k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT010

4 Namibia1 DRC6

Corporate Finance (French 
Speaking): Banking
US$120k – $150k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT009

CA mountain bikers: 
20 sponsored places for the Rhodes Extreme  

antonapps are the proud sponsor and organizer of the Rhodes Extreme – a multiday high-altitude MTB stage race based out of Rhodes Village in 
the Drakensberg Highlands. This unique three-stage event takes place in breathtaking surrounds, and is the perfect getaway for ardent 
mountain bikers. 2010 sees the addition of the Rhodes Relax, a mellow format with various activities tailored to provide partners and families 
with a chilled weekend experience. 

Anton Apps, an avid mountain biker and CA says: “The Rhodes Extreme fits with the firm's 'lifestyle and adventure' focus and the Rhodes Relax builds on our 
solid family values. The entire team of antonapps consultants will be there for the event so this is a truly open invitation to come and enjoy it with us.”

20 sponsored entries have been reserved exclusively for CAs (or trainees) booking through antonapps. On a first-come-fist served basis. The entry covers the 
R400 race fee  – you will have to pay for your accommodation and package meals. www.rhodesextreme.co.za. Reserve your entry for a team of two or three 
by emailing your names to chantelle@antonapps.com or call 0861 788 7880. Corporate team entries (5+ riders) or potential sponsors should contact 
antonapps@antonapps.com.
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Product Controller: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF012

4 Kenya

Product Controller:
 Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF016

2 Botswana

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF011

ZambiaTanzania3

Product Controller: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF015

Head of Capital:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF014

Floating CFO:
Banking
R1.2m – R2m
Ref: CF030

Pan-African

Finance Manager:
Banking
R600k – R800k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT007

Lesotho

Head of Corporate 
Finance: Banking
US$110k – $130k
(+ expat) Ref: AT002

Nigeria

Product Controller):
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF014

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF013

Angola6

Margin Analyst:
Banking
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF010

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF018

Head of Capital: 
Banking 
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF006

Data Analyst – Financial 
Modelling: Banking 
R450k – R650k
Ref: CF004

Finance Manager: 
Investment Banking
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF003

Manager – Systems 
Re-engineering: Finance
R500k – R650k
Ref: CF001

Product Controller: 
Banking 
R450k – R650k
Ref: CF002

8 Johannesburg

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking 
R500k – R700k
Ref: CF005
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Corp Finance (Portuguese 
speaking): Banking
US$100k – $130k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT001

MozambiqueBotswana

Corporate Finance: 
Recently Qualified
R550k – R700k 
(+ expat) Ref: AT003
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Market Risk Manager:
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF019

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF020

Market Risk Manager: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF021

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF022

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: CF013

Nigeria7

Market Risk Manager 
(SBG): Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF009

Market Risk Manager: 
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF025

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF026
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Banking
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Ref: CF023

Capital Reporting 
Manager: Banking
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Ref: CF024
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Heritage Day long weekend 24 and 25 September

Operational Risk 
Consultant:
Financial Services
R450k – R700k
Ref: SR003

Finance Manager: 
Agriculture
US$110k – $180k
(+ expat) Ref: AT005

Finance Manager:
Banking
US$85k – $100k
(+ expat) Ref: AT008

4 Namibia12
Project Manager: Finance  
R500k – R750k
Ref: CF028

Business Analyst – 
Finance: Banking
R500k – R750k
Ref: CF027

CFO: Africa  
R900k – R1.5m
Ref: CF029



We Recruit the Best
SET Recruitment is an SA-based specialist BEE recruitment consultancy 
focusing on Financial and Engineering placements.

SET manages permanent and contract placements of financial and 
engineering professionals for some of the most sought-after employers 
throughout South Africa and internationally.

Founded in 2003 with the backing of 20 years’ experience in the global 
recruitment industry, we have based our philosophy on a solid foundation 
of integrity, professionalism, best practice and value to our customers – 
clients and candidates alike.

“Our focus is on understanding and matching the cultures and 
expectations of our clients with the skills, experience and personalities of 
our candidates.”

Tel. +27 (0)11 234-4313 • Fax: +27 (0)11 234-4318

E-mail: info@setrecruitment.co.za

www.setrecruitment.com

recruitment consultants
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